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Greek Symposium to Honor Miss McCarthy 
A play and panel discussion will 
take place this weekend in honor of 
Miss Barbara McCarthv, professor 
of Greek . The sympqsiu1.1, on Eurip-
ides, will begin on Friday night, April 
17, at 8:30 p.m ., with a performance 
of :\ledea by Tufts University 's Peter 
Arnott and his marionettes. "Eurip-
ides ' Changefulness' and "Euriped-
ean Comedy " \\i ll be the subjects of 
a Saturday morning discussion to be 
moderated by Mrs. Emily Vermeule, 
professor of art and Greek: John 
Finley and Bernard Knox, professors 
at Harvard, will speak on those re-
spec ive topics at 9: 30 a.m. Both 
the play and discussion will take 
place in Alumnae Hall. 
Euripides is Miss McCarthy 's fa-
vorite author . She has been the main 
promoter of twenty-two performances 
of Greek plays here at Wellesley. 
John H. Finley, Jr., Eliot Professor of Greek L:tcrature at Harvard University, 
will speak here on "The Changefuln ess of Euripides" Satur d ay morning in 
Alumn ae Hall. 
Nine different plays have been pro-
duced, and five of those were works 
of Euripides. The first of these was 
performed in 1934, five years after 
Miss McCarthy's arrival at Wellesley. 
Honored for Achievemen1 
In 1956, Miss McCarthy was named 
the Ellen A. Kendall Professor of 
Greek . In 1959, Brown University, 
her alma mater, included her among 
nine teen of its graduates cited for 
outstanding achiev ement in the ir 
chosen profession. This was the re-
sult not only of Miss McCarthy's serv-
ice to Wellesley, but because -Of sev-
eral other distinguished positions she 
has held. Among them are Presi ent 
of the Classical As~oc.'1ation of New 
England in 1956, and regional chair-
man of the Archeological Institute of 
America/ American Philosological As-
SO<'iation joint convention in 1967. She 
has also published several works. 
The play to be pr nted m her 
ho or, Euripides' Mede-, is dcr the 
Peter Arnott, pro sor of 
iv 
has 1 h d a prof sorship in cl s-
sics. Mr. Arnott has published se '· 
eral c0mmen+aries and translations 
of Greek theatre, but is probably 
more popularly known for his marl n-
ette productions, which include 
Sophocies' Oedipus Tyrannos, per-
formed at Wellesley in 1967. 
d Prof 
The first talk ill be given 
day morrf ng by John Fi e 
Professor of Greek Literature a 
'UU.a...ul:A::l'E BOWL 
PRISON MATCH 
T e twice 'dctorlous ellesley 
College Bowl Team will be play• 
Ing the N ortolk County Prlso 
Team on Saturday, Aprt 18, t-
the prison at 6:30 p.m. FREE 
BUSSES \'\ill leave Fo ers 
Parking Lot at 6:10 p.ni. Every-
one ls in"ited and encouraged to 
come (see arti cle, pag e one). 
vard University. Mr. Finley received 
both his B.A. and Ph.D. from Har-
vard, and once served as master of 
Eliot House. He is a noted authority 
on the poets and historians of the 
ancient world, and is a senior fellow 
of the Center for Hellenic Studies in 
Washington, D.C. 
Bernard Knox, who will follow Mr. 
Finley, is the Director of the Center 
of Hellenic Studies. He has been a 
professor of Greek at Harvard since 
1961, and is the author of several 
works on Greek theatre. 
The program in honor of Miss Mc- , 
Carthy was planned by a conunittee 
consisting of Ellen Bruce, Sheila 
Dickinson, Prud~ncc Hoffrnan, Re-
becca Jewett , Lesley Kisner, Mary 
Lefkowitz. Margaret Stout, Susan 
Tippett, Stephen Tracy and Margaret 
Taylor. 
Peter Ar ott ,.,m prtKent a marionette per fo rmance of Euripedes' Med at 
7 :30 Friday nig ht in Alumn ae Hall. He is a profe ssor of theatre arts at Tufts 
Universifly. 
v· 
- I orious College Bowl T earn to Play at Prison 
by Amy Sabrln "72 
Follow.i~ vlictor.ies over the' Uni-
versity of Wyoming and Middlebury 
O:>llege on General Eleotric's nation-
ally televised College Bowl show, 
Wellesley's team returned wifu $6,000 
in scholarship grants for the college. 
The public is invited to their next 
match agadnst the Norfolk County 
Prison team. Free transportation 
will be provided for students to and 
from this match (see box), to take 
place this Saturday night, April 18. 
Randolph Macon Women's College, 
of Virgdna, wil!l be· Wellesley's next 
opponent on the television show. 
Many Wellesley students watched 
Wellesley beat Wyoming 250-160 on 
telewsion last Sunday evening. If 
ithey watch NBC next SWlday, they 
will see Middlebury bow in defeat, 
240-170. Both games were filmed 
Easter weekend in New York City. 
They Can Sing, Too 
The Wyoming match got off to a 
skMr start since neither team could 
answer the first several questions. 
As ,the final minutes approached, 
the score was even. Wellesley, how-
ever, did almost all the- answering 
m the last two minutes as Wyoming 
sat by passively. One of the high-
lights of the game was Wyoming 
singing ·"Michael Row the Boait 
Ashore" in three-part harmony. 
Ellen Bass, '70, Trudy Hamner, 
'71 Glenda Starr, '70, all did their 
share of answering, and Sandy Fer-
rari, '72, was outstanding against a 
Wyoming team consisting r1. three 
boys and one girl. 
Women Victorious 
The victory over the all-male 
Middlebury iteam was particularly 
gratifyiing for the Wellesley girls 
since the Middlebury coach had re-
marked before the game that the 
woman's mind was not made for 
games like College Bowl. Although 
the point spread was less than in 
the Wyoming match, Middlebury 
never came very close to Wellesley 
in the second half. As in the pre-
Vlious match, Wellesley found its 
strength in answering art history 
questions, but responded well toques-
tions from all fields. 
In discussions after the tapings, 
the Wellesley team pointed out that 
there was a considerable time lapse 
between the pressing of the buzzer 
and its mamng a noise. This may 
account for the slowness the game 
seems to have on a TV set. Also, 
wiretaps 
each match was preceded by four eluding victories over Harvard and 
and a half hours of intense practice Harvard Law. 
with the opponent. The Randolph "De Golls" 
Macon match wiU be broadcast live The Wellesley team has become 
at the time of playing on the first friendly with the prisoners who write 
Sunday in May. the Wellesley . team name on .the 
ON TOUR: Dear Love, Jerome . To Play at Prison scoreboard as "De Goils". Sandy The team, however, has found their Ferrari described how di1ferent the 
activities with the Norfolk County pi.ii&m and prisoners were from her 
PriS>n "Quiz Team" more rewarding ex~ence at Wellesley. "They're 
,than their television appearances. really nice guys," she saJid, "They've 
They have played several maitches always been charming to us." The 
at the prison. "I think it's the most men on the prison team are ,between 
!interesting and worthwhile thing the ages of 25 and 45 yeara. The cap. 
we've done," said Sandy Ferrari. tain was once on death row but had 
Students are encouraged to take ad- his sentence commuted to life. Al-
vantage of the free busses leaving though none of the team members 
Founders Parking Lot for the prison had completed high school before 
at 6:10 p.m. this Saturday. they entered prison, they all have 
Kii.lty's play which premiered here 
in November, will go on tour across 
the country starting this fall, with 
Mr. Kilty as Robert Browning and 
Myrna Loy as Elizabeth Barrett. All 
programs will acknowledge the fact 
that the play premiered here and that 
the letters on which it is basd are in 
the·Wellesley l!ibrary. 
SAFETY FIRST: According to 
present plans, locks will be installed 
on all room doors by Sept. 1 (assum-
ing there are no unforeseen delays). 
This should insure the safety of Wel-
lesley girls from unwanted advances 
ot Twelve College Exchange men, 
who will probably be living on separ-
ate corridors in the dorms next year. 
TRUSTING? A representative of 
the committee of parents concerned 
about 24 hour parietals will be meet-
ing with the Trustees this Thursday. 
The match to be played there will genius IQs and one is presently writ-
be similar to College Bowl except ing a novel. Their college bowl acti-
that each team will have five mem- vities are frowned on by prison of-
bers, Lisalee Wells, '70, being Wel- ficials but continued because of pres-
lesley's :fifith. Norfolk County Prison, sure from the prison school. 
where Malcolm X got much of his The Wellesley team is glad that the 
education, has had a "Quiz Team" college community has the oppor-
for eight years. They have played tunity to share their experience with 
all the college bowl teams in a two the prison, and hope that many stu-
hundred mile radius of here, and dents and mends will make the ef-
won eig,ht out of eleven games, in- fort to get on the busses and come. 
Page Two ~NEWS 
Rites of Spring? Cash and Care 
To the editor. 
The not-so-silent spring erupts 
Scattering the reekiing molds 
Man has (so carefully) fertiliz.ed. 
Pollution-1970 model-
comes equipped with smog-blower, noise-1J10ker, garbage-
ithrower, gas~myer , and , at no extra oost; a people-
producer. 
Wellesey College exists to educate 
women. Any proposal for the College 
can easily be evaluated in terms of 
its costs. and benefits to the education 
of women by the College . This is a 
general rule whose usefulness is dif-
ficult to decry. 
Spring ah-----greeny haze 
daffodils ... life. 
butterflies unfolding trees 
The latest in a series of specific 
proposals for "the college" to under-
take is a day-care center for infants, 
fresh air (cough) shining skiies (gasp) . . Like a greenhouse or computer or 
robins soaring (choke) life? 
Beware Homo SapieDS-1)0lentially dangerous - may be hazardous 
to your health . 
telescope, such a facility may bene-
fit the education of women as a part 
of a program of instrucUon carried 
on by the College. Whose infants are 
Statistics bounce off deafened ears-
"That could never happen here!" 
Barth. 
Vhere's only one. 
defiled, defaced , 
webbed with gaseous strands. 
silent spring , suffocating summer , concrete winter . 
winter. forever. 
Earth Day: 
a teach-in, a be-in an aot-in. 
how to save the planet-
how to save our lives. 
not a oome~Jearn-0boUJt,forget-about 
but an act-now-clean-up our ekois. 
By any means necessary. 
l1he tide is rising. 
The channels are clear. 
and on ... 
frolic 
Rights of Fall 
Shivering witih apprehension, she opens the door to find a 
mass of people-shoving, screaming-and hurls herself inside 
bravely despite understandable distaste. An hour later she limps 
out, badly bruised and without enough money to buy a box of 
band-aids . What's this? A bank panic? An SOS t'3koover? An office 
Christmas party? Filene's basement? 
No, this is the Recorder' s office every September, as girls try 
to change anywhere from one course to their full term's schedule . 
In tile current spring rush to fill out voluminous sohedule forms and 
major plans, it is often easier to choose courses arbitrarily, with 
intent to change later, than to rationally decide on courses for the 
next full year . Fre shmen are handicapped tlhe most; required to 
apply for courses in the summer, without .accordions and without 
the inside informa ·tion avail3ble to upperclassmen on specific 
courses and professors, they have little on wihioh to base their 
choices. 
The five dollar fee for course changes after September first, 
ostensibOy charged to discoullage changes at the beginning of the 
year and thereby alleviate the havoc in the Recorder's office, does 
not work to that effect. Such a fee cannot keep people from 
changing their minds afiter a ood initial reaotion to a course or a 
change of academic goals. 
Instead why not have students register for courses in the 
faJI? Faculty and time scheduling could still be done in the spring . 
Students would have two weeks at the beginning of the term to 
attend classes and make any adjustments they might care to in 
their own tentative plans before turning in a schedule card. Classes 
with limited enrollment (seminars, colloquia, etc.) could still be 
filled in the spring (or in the summer for freshmen) to avoid over-
crowding. Student s interested in counses with conference s or Jab 
could register for scotions in the first two days of the term. 
This "shopping" system of coul"Sc selection should not disturb 
~he e-arly meetings of classes. Faculty members ~hould plan to 
cover the same amount of material they would otherwise; with a 
modicum of efifort, a student who has missed one or two meetings 
should be able to catdh up . 
The same plan could operate at the beginning of the secono 
tonn. Although this might put a burden on the Recorder' s ofifice 
in September and February , this would probably be little worse 
than the present system, in which, after receiving schedules in 
Avril and Ma y, the Recorder is still faced with an onslaught of 
requests for course changes in September and February which 
would be virtually eliminated with fall registration. 
WELLESLEY NEWS 
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T emmy Devine '7) 
used in the center, like whose plants 
or data or stars are used by the 
other facilities , does not appear rele-
vant to either the educational costs 
or benefits involved. 
One reason given for supporting the 
day-eare center is to "benefit facul-
ty" at the College. To allocate Col-
lege funds to care for the children 
of employees , whether faculty or 
staff, is to misallocate resources. 
Employees earn their remuneration 
for what they do, not for whom they 
marry or whom they care for or what 
they have done in the past or will 
do in the future. Furthermore, pro-
viding child care (or "free" trans-
portation or housing or unifonns) 
misallocates resources among em-
ployees. Like all payments in kind, 
such arrangements lessen freedom of 
choice by the employee. Some people 
prefer to take the cash equivalent 
and buy the child care or transpor-
tation or housing or unifonns of their 
choice. 
Another reason advocated by the 
proposers of a child care center is to 
"help the ,cause of women." Again, 
given the purpose of Wellesley Col-
lege as an educational institution, 
diverting funds from educating 
women to caring foc infants repre-
sents a m.isallocation of resources . In 
general, the more productive, sldlled , 
and independent a woman is, the 
less "help" she requires. Wellesley 
has a contintljng cooupitment to prcr 
viding educational facilities and op-
portunities for women to become 
more productive and independent . 
The Department of Economics, 
Carolyn Shaw Bell, Professor 
Maureen Sullivan Cnu)dall, 
Assistant Professor 
Prudence Slitor Crozier, 
Instructor 
Richard V. Clemence, Professor 
Olanrewaju J. Fapohunda, 
Instructot' 
Marshall I. Goldman, Professor 
Rodney J. Morrison, Assistant 
Professor 
Answer Me 
To the Cl.ass of 19'73: 
Although the final term of 19'70 
seems far from being over, plans are 
now being made for our next, only-
too-soon, academic year . One of the 
most exciting changes at Wellesley 
will be the addition of the many stu-
dents in the entering freshman class , 
the class of 1974. Members of the 
present sophomore class and the ad-
ministrati on are now organizing pro-
grams to welcome and orient the new 
freshmen in their first few days at 
Welleslely next fall . From rewriting 
handbooks to scheduling the big and 
little sister picnic - all plans must 
be completed before they arrive . 
But you soon-to-be sophomores can 
play an active role in the actual 
Freshman Orientation Week next fall. 
The role is that of an Ask Me -
to be portrayed by 40 or so selected 
students . As guides , bellhops , and 
informed and experienced Wellesley 
students , you will be greatly appre-
ciated by all during the first few , 
hectic days. Ask Me's are certainly 
called to active duty , as those from 
past years can verify , but meeting 
and as si.Sting the new freshmen is a 
satisfying and enjoyable experience . 
I have posted lists in all of the 
dorms for interested freshmen to 
sign. The lists will be taken down on 
April 28 in order to mak e selection 
of the Ask Me's as soon after fresh-
man rocxning as l>(ll!&ble. The select-
feedback 
ed students wDl then be notified of 
their new duties. 
Please sign up soon! 
Karyn Schumadier "12 
Head of Aak Me's 
P.S. U you have any questions, please 
feel free to call me at 235-2150. 
Old Refrain 
(Ed. note: This Is a copy of a letter 
-.t to Miss Adams.) 
Dear Miss Adams: 
On Monday, March 23, I went to 
the meeting of the Commission on 
the Future of the College and I was 
very impressed by the topics under 
discussion as well as by the concern 
and Interest shown by students and 
faculty alike. But I was discouraged, 
like others, by the rommission's dif-
ficulty in making progress with the 
ma.jot issues. 
I believe that when Wellesley 
changes, (when Wellesley begins to 
go coeducational?) it will do a good 
job of it, better than the other in-
stitutions, because Wellesley will have 
learned from their mistakes and 
won't rush into it. 
However it makes me very sad as 
I won't be here to experience it or 
to profit from 1t. Either I'd have lost 
]18.tienoe with the college's loog, 
drawn out negotiations and trans-
fered , or by that time I would be an 
alumna. 
Regretfully• 
Amany K. Eldin '73 
Mopsy Matthews '73 
Sources Dried · Up 
To the editor. 
The number ~ books reported 
missing from the main library is far 
above the number missing at this 
time last year. Although some of 
these books will surely be found or 
turned in at the end of the year, their 
ultimate return will not solve the 
main problem, namely, that books 
are not in the library when students 
need them. While the expense is con-
siderable, more important is the ef-
fect on academic work. Almost every 
member of the college community has 
experienced the frustration of the 
major work on her paper topic miss-
ing, of the current periodical bor-
rowed for an indeterminate period of 
time, or of the reserve book with-
drawn from the reading list because 
it is no longer in the library. As mem-
bers of the Library Policy Commit-
tee, we would regret the installation 
ofaguard~m~hanlcalch~ldng 
device at the door, but fear that this 
may be the only way to insure that 
books will be in the library, or at 
least abl e to be recalled to the li-
brary, when they are needed. For 
the sake of the Wellesley honor sys. 
tern and the academic interest of the 
entire student body, we strongly urge 
all students to make an extra effort 
to cut down on library book loss . 
Oteck your room to make sure that 
you haven 't forgotten to check out or 
retum a book. Try to remember to 
ch~k out everything that you take 
out of the library. Many books that 
do not have cards in the hack may 
still be checked out; many periodical s 
may be checked out from the Wel-
lesley Free Library. Without student 
effort to decrease book loss, the li-
brary can not provide those services 






To the editor: 
Thanday, April 18, 1970 
the problem lies elsewhere. n :ts in 
the day-to-day unavallabillty of books 
to the student body in general, camed 
by the lack of !llcial comdence of a 
few, that the real crisis fur an aca-
demic community ~-
Scholarship without source mater--
ials is impossible. Yet few scholars 
want to be subjected to the nuisance 
of ~ scrutinized by either a hu-
man or mechanical guard at the li-
brary door. The time is fast ap-
roaching when this will be necessary. 
For the Library Polley 
Committee of the Academic 
CounclJ 
Thelma G. Alper <Mrs. A.) 
Nancy H. Kolodny (Mrs. G.) 
Forest for Trees? 
To the editor. 
I am writing to object to the tenor 
of the Spring anti-war action as pre-
sented in a broadside distributed on 
the Wellesley College campus , Fri-
day , April 10, which st.ates in part 
". . . For these demonstrations (the 
peace demonstrations) to be at all 
effective ... we must say more than. 
'Peace Now.' We must see the fight 
against racism , against the special 
oppression of women . . . as part of 
the movement to end the war." 
My belief is that the most impor-
tant task facing Americans today 
is to prevent any further loss of 
American or Asian lives in the im-
moral military action now being car-
ried on in South Vietnam . The ex-
posure of the Vietnarnization policy 
as one which only spreads the war 
into wider · areas of Southeast Asia 
has brought many more Americans 
into the peace camp . Now may be 
the chance to bring out hundreds 
of thousands of Americans-radicals , 
liberals, and disenchan ted silent ones 
- to speak for Peace Now. It almost 
work ed in October ; it could work now. 
I view the broadening of the peace 
movement to support a vari ety of 
othet" goals as un~ m ftte 
basic task of saving lives and thus 
not the strategy for this time. There 
are many among those who have 
finally joined the peace movement 
who are not ready to take on at the 
same time the fight for women's lib-
eration or the Black Panthers . It fs 
possible that the lives of many more 
Americans and Asians wiD be sac-
rificed by the insistence of American 
radicals on the long-term solution 
when there is a real possibility of 
achieving the first st~p - PEACE 
NOW. 
Sincerely yours , 
Shirley Quinn 
11 Homestead Road 
Wellesley 
Voices I or Giele 
(Ed. Note: The following letter 
with nn accompnn:vfng tact sheri was 
distributed to students last "Toellday.) 
Dear Student, 
Last spring, Mrs. Jan et Glele , as-
sist.ant professor of sociology , re-
ceived an unfavorabl e tenure decision 
from the Committee on Appointments . 
We feel that this decision should be 
a cause of concern to all students at 
Wellesley . whether or not the y have 
been personally acqua inted with Mrs . 
Giele . Mid-April bearings of the case 
have been requested by stud ents and 
Mrs. Giele hereslf for a reconsidera-
tion of this decision by the Appoint-
ments Committee. 
In light of the social conscience of 
the Wellesley community the situa-
tion in the various libraries of the 
College is appalling . There is hardly 
a student who has not gone to the 
library intending to use the books 
available there , only to discover that 
the very book she needs is "missing." 
We are concerned with the future 
of the sociology deparbnent as well 
as with the future of the College at 
large and it is for this reason that 
we are greatly distressed by the de-
nial of tenure to Mrs . Giele . Our in-
terest ls manifold. Both faculty mem-
bers and members of the College 
community have expressed similar 
concern about the loss of a valuable 
colleague . We also believe that the 
opinions of students were not suffi-
ciently taken into account in this de-
cision. 
Some books remain "missing" per-
manently; others turn up by about 
June 20. Looking at the figures for 
the number of books lost per year, 
one might not be too disturbed . But 
Especially as a women 's institu-
tion , Wellesley should have a com -
mitmen t to active int ellectual em-
phasis on the study of women. The 
(Continued OD Pag e 10) 
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EARTH WEEK ACTIVITIES 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE 
APRIL 20-28 
MONDAY APRIL 20 
8: 40 a.m. "Principl-es of Ecological Genetics," E.B. Ford, OXford Uni-
versity 100 SAGE HALL 
11:20 a.m. "The Ecology of Upalatability," Lincoln Brower, Amherst 
SAGE HALL , 
1:30 p.m.. Independent Research Reports on Ecology SAGE RALL 
5: 00 p.m. Earth Liturgy LAKE SHORE BELOW SEVERANCE GBEEN 
(Chapel in case of rain) 
8:00 p.m. "The Social Revolution," Shirley Clhisholm, New York Coo-
gresswoman ALUMNAE AUDITORIUM 
TU~DAY, APRIL 21 
12: 30 p.m. "The Chemistry of Water Pollution," Jean Crawford, Pr<>-
fessor of Chemistry 105 PENDLETON WEST 
l:30 p.m. "Homo Sapiens ... in Perspective" l)jan Kamilli, Geoloio 
Dept. SAGE 
4:00 p.m. "Transportation-Toward a Livable City," Arthur Katz, Chemis-
try Dept. AGORA 
5:00 p.m. "Baroque Env.ironments: Landscapes and.Piazzas," Richard 
Wallace, Art Dept. 154 JEWETT 
7:30 p.m. "Be fruitful and multiply??" Barbara Mooers '72, and Marian 
Kling '72 PHI SIG (a workshop on population) 
8:30 p.m. "Countering Madison Avenue" Jennifer Heubach '73 PHI SIG 
WED~DAY, AP.RIL 22 
8:40 a.m. "The causes and Costs of Environmental Disruption: Who is 
to Pay?" Marshall Goldman, Economics Dept. ll2 PENDLE-
TON EAST 
10:00 a .m. "Will We Let the World Survive? People and the Environment," 
Barry Commoner, Ecologist, Washington University ll2 
PENDLETON EAST 
1:00 p.m. "Garbage!" Ellie McCarthy, '72, Adele Joyes '72, Pam Bab-
cock '72 SHAKESP.EARE 
1:30 p.m. Living (Growing and Breathing) Theater-make it happen on 
SEVERANCE GREEN (another date will be announced in 
case of rain) 
2:50 p.m. "The Radiation Environment," Howard Maccabee, Harvard 
Medical School, MIT, AGORA 
2:00 p.m. "Growing Green Plants in Polluted Afr: An Environmental 
Crisis," William A. Feder, Brandeis SAGE HALL 
6:10 p.m. Earth Day Picnics College dormitories (College only) 
7:30 p.m. ''Beyond Rhetoirc-M e•hods of Effectiv€ Citizen Action" con-
sumerism, political action, community organization, womem' 
liberation group debate and realistic strategy sessions. BIL-
LINGS HALL 
THURSDAY, APRIL 23 
1:30 p.m. "Pesticides in our Ecosystem," Sally Hoyt '70 and Margaret 
Thomas '70 SAGE HALL 
3:00 p.m. Birdwalldng, Susan Smith, Biology Department. Start at SAGE 
7:30 p.m. "Ecological Crisis ... Does Religion Have Anything to Say?" 
Paul San1mire, Chaplain; Erwin Canham, Editor, Ouistlab 
Science Monitor, and Jeanne Hjermstad, '70. POPE ROOM 
SATURDAY, APRIL 25 
1-5: 30 p.m. ~ Open Air Music Concert. Rock and blues bands, in-
cluding the James Montgomery Blues Band. HAY AMPHI· 
TREATEB 
TUESDAY, APRIL 28 
8:00 p.m. ''From Problems to Problem Solving." Members of Citizens 
for Participation Politics discuss action on Boston area issues. 
112 P.ENDLETON EAST 
THERE WILL BE EXHIBITS IN TIIE ACADEMIC QUAD. CONTRIBU-
TIONS FROM COLLF.GE AND COMMUNITY WELCOME. 
Coordinators: Trish Coore, Jeanne Hjermstad, Joan Entmacher Shafer 
Hall, 235-6204 
L 
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Wellesley Earth Week Plans Community Action 
by Paula Pavey "Ill 
Wellesley C.ollege will celebrate 
the first national Earth Day on 
Wednesday, April 22. with a "living 
(growing and breathing) theater" 
and Earth Day picnics complement-
ed by lectures. discussions, exhibits, 
and workshops. 
II cyelamates don't get you ... 
Earth Day is the climax of Earth She is co-ordinating the Wellesley Problems to Problem Solving" in 
Week, which is designed to "provide program with Joan Entmacher '70 their discussion at 8:00 p.m. on April 
and Trish Moore '70. 28 in Pendleton Hall. 
an analys;is of a variety of environ-
mental problems" and "to move 
from a potentially endless ~ussion 
of problems into working out realistic 
means of solving these problems," 
according to Jeanne Hjermstad '70. 
Encourage Action 
One of the major planned exhibits 
is a large globe situated in the aca-
demic quad, which will be used to 
collect trash during the week. Trish 
explained that the purpose of this ex-
• fubit, if it is set up, is to make people 
aware of how much trash they create 
daily. Another project with a similar 
&.im will be carried out by appointed 
dormitory representatives , who will 
collect tin r.ans and non-returnable 
soft drink containers from students 
rluring !ho week. 
The main focus of the week will be 
citizen and community action. A dis-
cussion and strategy session to "get 
beyond the rhetoric," as Trish put it. 
will be• held at Billings Hali at 7:30 
p.m. on Earth Day. According to 
"' ~arah Stilson '72, who is in charge 
of ecology ('ducation at Wellesley, 
one of the main purposes of the ac-
tivities is to "encourage community 
participation." Thus, she urged stu-
dents and Wellesley community mem-
oers to submit exhibits and attend 
the planned activities. 
photo by Martha Brand '7 1 
Outi;;ide Speaken 
Seven outside speakers will also 
be included in the Earth Week pro-
lt'am here. Mr. E. B. Ford of Ox-
tord University will discuss "Prin-
ciples of Ecological Genetics" on 
Aprii 20 at 8:40 a.m. in Sage Hall, 
and Mr. Lincoln Bower of Amherst 
will speak there at 11:20 a.m. on 
' 'The Ecology of Unpalatability." 
New York C.ongresswoman Shirley 
Ol isholm will relate environmental 
concerns to "The Social Revolution" 
at 8:00 p.m. in Alumnae Hall. She 
will be sponsored by t he Wellesley 
Ethos organization. 
Several members of the Wellesley 
faculty, including Mrs. Jean Craw-
ford, assistant professor of chemistry, 
:Mrs. Diane Kamilli, assistant profes-
sor of geology, Mr. Arthur Katz, a.s-
isstant professor of chemistry, Mr. 
Richard Wallace, assistant professor 
of art, and professor of economics 
Marshall Goldman. will give lectures 
during the week on envirorunental 
subjects of interest to them. 
Student Workshop11 
In addition, four workshops involv-
ing lectures . demonstrations, and dis-
cussions have been planned by Wel-
lesley students. Barbara l\fuoers '72 
and Marian Kling '72 will meet with 
anyone interested in population con-
trol in a seminar entitled "Be Fruit-
ful and Multiply?" According to Bar-
bara, this will involve "mostly lec-
ture" on "changing the attitudes of 
people toward population control." 
Jennifer Heubach '73 will show how 
commercial companies use environ-
mental "gimmicks" to sell their 
products in her talk on "C.ountering 
Madison Avenue." 
Scientific Prognum 
An Earth Day seminar led by Ellie 
McCarthy '72, Adele Jayes '72, and 
Pam Babcpck '72 will concern "solid 
waste recycling'' according to Pam . 
They will have displays of practical 
uses of recyclement, and will "in 
general inform, which is the general 
tone of the day," she added. Their 
session will be at 1: 00 p.m. in Shakes-
peare House. 
Sally Hoyt '70 and Margaret 'Thom-
as '70, both biology majors, will lec-
ture on "Pesticides in Our Ecosys-
tem" for the last student presenta-
tion. Margaret explained that they 
will deal with pesticides and their ef-
fects on the environment. 
More Attractiona 
Three SP1-'Cial events will be :fea-
tured during Earth Week. Ten-y Bur-
man '72 is organizing a Living 
Theater workshop, a spontaneous 
event which will involve volunteers 
playing the parts of plants, animals. 
and people. Terry explained that the 
main purpose of the project is to "get 
people outside" and hopefully to 
make them realize how parts of the 
environment are interrelated. 
There will also be an open air con-
cert with rock and blues bands in-
cluding the James Mootgomeey Blues 
Band on Saturday, April 25. On 
Thursday , SUsan Smith of the Biology 
Department will conduct a bird walk 
starting from Sage Hall at 3:00 p.m. 
. B. U. Plans Funeral, Fair 
Hiroshima Films for 22nd 
On Earth Day Mr. Barry Common-
er, a Washington University ecologist, 
will speak on "Will We Let the World 
SUrvive?" at 10:00 a.m. in Pendleton 
Hall. Mr. William A. Feder of Bran-
deis Universit, will s{>eak at 3:00 
p.m. in Sage Hall on "Growing Green 
Plants in Polluted Air." Also in-
cluded in the day's activities will be 
n lecture on "The Radiation Environ-
ment" by Mr. Howard Maccabee of 
April 22, Earth Day, organized by 
Gary Herbst, will start off at Boston 
University with a multimedia show 
sponsored by the Audubon Society. 
Wednesday moming , there will also 
ht• a parad e- a mock funeral proces-
sion with the Governor's personal 
horses, a nonpolluting car, a hearse 
and, of c."Om·i;e, p<'Oplc and flowers. 
,\fter a eulogy cielivered by Mayor 
White, the aflt•rnoon activities will 
featurt> an Earth Fair - organic 
fond. information booths, guerilla 
11' l!t-e. The climax of the entire 
, · • how('ver, will be the purification 
r,tes performed on the Charles River 
by .various Boston University chap-
lains. 
A number of speeches anq sympos-
iums have also been planned during 
the course of the day, the most in-
teresting being the pesticide debate 
featuring repres('ntatives from Shell 
Oil, University of :Massachusetts, and 
the Pest Control Board. Earth Day 
at the University will end with a 
candlelight vigil and three films tak-
en shortly after the bombing of Hiro-
shima. Withheld for twenty-five 
years by the United States, they 
have finally been released after a 
request by the Japanese goverrunent. 
Harvard Medical School. 
Feature Faculty 
The following day wm feature a 
discussion of the religious aspects of 
ecology by Mr. Erwin Canham, edi- 1 
tor of the Christian Science Monitor, 
and the College Chaplain, Reverend 
Paul Santimire, with Jeanne in the 
Pope Room of the library at 7:30 p.m. 
The Citizens for Participatory Poli-
tics will make the transition "From 
Teach-In Hopes to Move 
From Teaching to Action 
Ed. note : Tho following W11H llllb-
mitted by the Welles ley E nvironment. 
al Concem! Group. 
The Purpose ot the April Environ-
mental Teach- In at Wellesley College 
is twofold. Its slmplt"r purpose is to 
provi de analysis of a variety of en-
vironmental problems confronting our 
country and world. Specific work-
shops have been developed around 
this goal. The much more difficult 
and crucia l purpose is to move from 
a potentia lly endless discussion of 
problems into working out realistic 
means of solving those problems. 
The Wednesday night program 
(April 22): "Beyond Rhe t oric -
Methods of Effective Political Action'' 
is devoted to solutions, as is the cul-
minating program on the concrete 
action being taken by Citizens for 
Participation Politics - the next 
Tuesday, April 28. H all the people 
partic ipating in the Teach-In can 
come to the various discussions 
armed wiU1 a problem-solving ap-
proach and expectations, there is 
hope that the week's activities will 
result in constructive action. 
Methods tor Action? 
And there is genuine concern grow-
ing today among the American people 
over the destructi on the American 
way of life is wreaking on the land 
organism and our own human health 
and happiness. But concern is not 
enough. As individual private citizens, 
our commitme nt .to try and do some-
lh ing about the vicious dilemma we 
arc caught in is large ly doomed to 
Crustrati on. Inasmuch as we lack pol-
itical Influence and !mow-how, we 
will very shortly feel at a loss to cope 
with the hopelessly "cumbersome 
policy-making process," the "bureau-
cratic maze." "Powerful vest('d in-
terest." 
Given such formidable obstacles, 
what we decide to do next is crucia l. 
We have basically one of four choices 
to make: 1) To trop out. 2) To des-
pair of ever achieving intelligent and 
signi!icant citizen participation and 
,so sa,critice ourselves to boring, 
mindless futures as participants in 
mass protests. 3) To grimly and un-
imaginatively stick it out: learn to 
play our parts (even now too little 
used) in the political game as given. 
Write our congressmen. Testify at 
hearings. Gain our small victories. 
Alternatives 
Or else we can resolve to actu&.'ly 
t1 for ourselves a position of rea l 
power in the legislative and admin-
is trative branches of our government. 
To achieve real power as private 
citizens, we will have to do two dif-
ficult and chal lenging things: Or-
ganize ourse lves and change the na-
ture of the tradi tional decision.mak-
ing process. A broad-based group of 
co-operating individuals has tre-
mendous potential . It can pool its 
collective resources of time and ex-
perience to acquire the knowledge 
base necessary for intelligent and 
defensible value decisions. More im-
portantly, ways CAN be found through 
the "burea ucratic maze"; by piecing 
together limited individual coruiec-
tions and contracts, so citizens can 
avoid the pointless frustration of 
working through the wrong people. 
But " learning the ropes" will not 
be enough. The plain fact is that 
there is not much provision for taking 
public opinion into account during 
governmental planning processes. For 
example, governme nt planning agen-
cies generally limit "participation" 
by citizens vitally affected by projects 
(housing, water resource manage-
ment, pollution standards, public ser-
(Continued on page 7) 
Smokey the St.i~k flames on . •. 
Youth Task Force Tackles 
Problems of Environment 
by Mollie Davuon "73 freedom of our awn goals-what we 
want to do and bow we want to 
The Massa.ch~ Youth Task do it." Through its association with 
Force on Enviro1UDent, I'E;Cently the governor's office, the task farce 
formed by Governor Francis W. receives the help of the governor's 
Sargent, looks forward to a "promis- staff and other benefits. such as 
dng" future, according to chairman free publicity in the news media. 
Lois Omenn ·n. 
The Task Force, whose 29 original 
members represent colleges and uni-
versities throughout the state, is 
working closely with the office of 
the governor, who "wants to combine 
student activity with govemmet," 
Lois says. She stresses that the task 
force is an independent organization 
directed by students, although the 
governor's political support and in-
fluence have proved "very helpful". 
" Freedom ot Goals" 
"The really exciting thing," Lois 
says, "is that we've been given the 
The govermr invited Lois and other 
people who had participated in en-
Vlironmental activities to form the 
task force in February. The groop 
met for the first time with Gover-
oor Sargent in his office am has been 
meeting at regular intervals since 
then to plan environmental programs. 
Oonstructlve Crftlcl.sm 
Lois heads a nine-member execu-
tive committee which is establish-
~ other committees to offer con-
structive criticism of government ac-
(Cootinued on page 7) 
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Two Well-Known Speakers 
To Highlight Earth Day r;.rO"wing Population Pollutes; 
Warning: 5 Years to Famine 
The most terrifying of all pollution 
problc"W* population. Man himself 
exlllll as one of the most dangerous 
cam,ers oi all, increasing at a growth 
rate that is virtl:rall:v unchecked, de-
t,IIB the so-called "balance" con-
tro1ling the rest of nature. 
'ffie question now facing man is 
haw he ,vilJ control his growth rate 
There ar,.> two alternatives: 1) de-
crease the birth rate, 2) increase the 
death rate. Ohvious1y, the first is 
the more palatable solution, but then, 
aYOlding it may make the second 
Inevitable. 
may seem that, as often in the past, 
"something" (defined, anything at 
all) will happen to avert this tragic 
state. 
This latter hope is characteristic 
of the growing apathy of most Amer-
icans. It is also a false hope. There 
is no panacea for this ill. This is not 
the insane cry of a sackcloth-garbed 
pauper carrying a sign reading, "The 
World Will End Today ." This is the 
trutn of the population explosion, 
whose antithesis can only be star-
vation. 
that hope lies in the use of the intra-
uterine device (IUD). Here again ex-
ists a battle in which time is the 
victor. Dr. Jack Llppes, who invented 
the most widely used IUD, said in 
1966 that he expected three million 
insertions to be made in India and 
six milion more to be made in 1967. 
He also said that 25 million IUD in-
sertions would be needed by 1969 to 
cause a significant drop in the Indian 
birth rate. The various considerations 
linked with the use of the pill (fear 
of side effects, irregular use) are 
more generally known. 
Marshall Goldman, an economist 
who has studied the economics of en-
vironmental disruption in America, 
the Soviet Union, and Japan, and 
Barry Commo11er, an ecologist and a 
leading spokesman tor the growing 
ecology movement, will be speaking 
at Wellesley College on Earth Day, 
April 22, at 8:40 a.m. and 10 a.m., 
respectively, in ll2 Pendleton East. 
man of the AAAS Committee on Al-
teration of the Environment, and Di-
rector of the Center for the Biology 
of Natural Systems , Washington Uni-
versity, st. Louis, Commoner has 
tried to meet the responsibilities he 
defined. 
As an ecologist, Commoner's con-
cerns go beyond preserving scenery. 
Among the projects of the Center was 
a study of the ecology of ghetto rats 
that led to st. Louis' more success-
ful program against the rodents. Cur-
rent research involves basic questions 
about the effect of our interference 
with some of the basic cycles of na-
ture. For Commoner, the issue of 
environment is a very human one. It 
is the choice of life over death. l)f>flnlng tho Problem 
Massive birth control programs 
stand as the only foreseeable means 
of decreasing the birth rate. The re-
cent legalization of abortions in the 
state of New York is unquestionably 
this country's greatest accomplish-
ment in thi .; area. "'ut <'Ven before 
this legislation wa,, pa!:sed, the 
United States was not in serious 
danger . The danger exists largely in 
the numerous nations in which popu-
lation growth outweighs agricultural 
potential. 
What exactly is this danger , and 
how distant is it? Expressed as sim-
ply as possible, the danger is famine 
- famine which first will strike na-
tions which are presently hungry 
(IUch as India and Oiina), famine 
which could quickly spread to world-
wide proportions. Sadly enough, "dis-
tant" is perhaps the greatest over-
statement possible. In 1966 the De-
partment of Agriculture predicted 
that famine would strike in 66 de-
wloping countries in 1984. William 
and Paul Paddock, authors of Fam-
lae - 1975, move this date up nine 
years sooner, only five years Crom 
~. 
Fal~ Hopes 
It may seem impossible, or like 
a tale of pessimistic science fiction 
that in five years citizens of this 
country may be existing on grain 
diets, instead of grain-fed beef, so 
that the United States can export 
more foocUe--starvmg nations. Or, it 
Unusable Land 
But what about the feeling that 
"something" will turn up? Here is 
an analysis of some of the major 
"somethings." "Perhaps the most 
widely held argument is that huge 
expenses of unused land exist. The 
United Nations state that there are 
over a dozen acres available for 
every person alive today, while little 
over one acre is cultivated. The fact 
is. however, that these extra eleven 
acres consist of a variety of deserts, 
mountains, and other forms of low. 
grade land. World Population and 
Produ<'lion as quoted by the Pad-
docks points out that, "On this globe 
of ours only 7 per cent of the total 
land mass combines the right texture, 
nutrients, temperature, topography 
and rainfall to permit normal agri-
culture." 
There are numerous more "some-
thing's'' which can be just as easily 
deflated. Superman is not going fo 
save the world this time. The deus 
ex machina has become a malfunc-
tioning machine. 
PrlorlHes Solution 
What, then, remains to be done? 
It is the conclusion of Famine - 1975 
that the greatest hope, probably the 
only hope, lies with the United States. 
But this hope does not consist of a 
worldwide generosity campaign. This 
is wishful thinking, but this country's 
surplus is simply not that great. 
Instead , U.S. exportation must op. 
erate on a priority basis. The Pad-
docks break this priority situations 
into three categories: 1) those coun-
tries which "can't be saved" because 
their population growth has already 
passed their agricultural potential 
(for example, Egypt and India); 2) 
those countries which are the "walk-
ing wounded", i.e., they will suffer 
but will be able to pull themselves 
(ConUnued on page 6) 
Mr. Commoner has been travelling 
and speaking across the country, is-
suing an urgent warning to millions 
to act now to prevent the very des-
truction of the earth. For years Com-
moner has asserted the social and 
moral responsibilities of scientists, 
and worked to inform the public of 
the threats, as well as the benefits, 
posed by modem technology. 
Science and Society 
In his book Science and Survival, 
Commoner argues that if we are to 
continue to survive scientists must 
work to create a citizenry informed 
about scientific developments and 
thus able to make the necessary 
choices. "Science can reveal the 
depth of the crisis but only social 
action can resolve it. Science can 
now serve society by exposing the 
crisis of modem technology to the 
judgment of all mankind." In his 
work as organizer of the Committee 
on Nuclear Information), (now En-
vironmental Information), Oiairman 
of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science Committee 
on Science in the Promotion of Hu-
man Welfare (1958-65), CUITent Clair-
Pollution Expert 
The cau!ces of environmental dis-
ruption go beyond "corporate greed"; 
we have passively accepted pollution 
as the byproduct of affluence and 
"economic growth," an unquestioned 
good until recently. Marshall Gold-
man, professor of economics at Wel-
lesley College, has studi€d the com-
plexity of the pollution problem -
and possible solutions to it. The 
author of Controlllng Pollution: The 
Economics of a Cleaner America, 
Goldman will focus his talk on Earth 
Day - "The Causes and O>sts of 
Environmental Disruption: Who Is to 
Pay?" on problems in America. Gold-
man is also an expert on pollution 
in the Soviet Union ( capitalism has 
no monopoly on exp loitation of the 
environment). He recently delivered 
a paper on the latter subject at an 
international conference on environ-
mental disruption in Japan. 
(Oontlnued on page 9) 
A second popular arin.iment is that 
of the:-sudden appearance of various 
types of synthetic foods, food from 
the ocean, hydroponic farming , etc. 
The major difficulty with this alter-
native is the problem of time. At the 
present rate of research, scientists 
will be experimenting rigbt through 
the time of famine. And, inconse-
quential as it may seem, consider the 
factor of taste . Even if it is possible 
to persuade intelligent people to eat 
food that makes dry bread seem 
seasoned 1iy comparison, changing 
tlle tastes of inhabitants of various 
undeveloped countries is quite an-
Muskit, Wald To Speak Tues., 
Harvard Organizes ! each-In 
other matter. 
A further common 
by Kathy Beckett '73 
Harvard University is hosting a 
argument is series of teach-ins, sit-ins, demonstra-
tions, rallies, forums, and panels to 
protest and inform the public about 
the present state of the environment. 
MIT to Celebrate Earth Day; 
Ecology Action Plans Events 
Activities begin tomorrow, April 17, 
with Reclamation Day, scheduled to 
take place from 12 noon until 2:00 in 
the afternoon at Harvard Square 
amidst the weekly Friday afternoon 
traffic jam. Participants at this rally 
will try to reclaim the Square from 
automobiles by leafletting cars to in-
form the owners of the actual costs of 
car ownership. Although the total 
costs have not been fully ascertained, 
they include congestion in the Square 
and keeping city services such as 
street-cleaning and garbage collec-
tion from being carded out efficient-
ly. Organizers o! the rally feel that 
the residents of C".arnbridge should be 
required to pay in oroer to have the 
privilege of parking on the city 
streets. They urge those attending 
the rally to arrive by some means of 
public transportation, by bicycle, or 
by walking. 
centering around the theme ''the cost 
of living." Panels will discuss not 
only the cost of living as measured 
by the economic index and inflation-
ary trends, but also the cost of mis-
managing human and material re-
sources. Speakers at this meeting 
will include Senator Edmund Muskie, 
George Wald, George Wiley, from the 
National Welfare Rights Organization, 
State Senator Moakley, a member of 
the Urban Affairs Committee of the 
Massachusetts s~nate, Professor Earth power . To clean up the 
havoc "l'eakccl by man: to make 
ms planet fit for us and for our 
progeny . This is the purpose of Earth 
Day, April 22. 
Plans for the teach-in at MIT in-
clude something for everyone, be 
)'OU a fan of panel discussions, an 
advocate of workshops, or a viewer 
of exhibits. Panels and speakers 
have been scheduled as follows: 
9:30 - 11:30 a .m. "Controlling Pol-
lution: Technological Aspects" 
Mr. Kenneth N. Dav.is, Jr . 
Assistant Secretary of Commerce 
for Domestic and International 
Affairs 
Mr. Maurice Feldman 
Vice Presi dent, Boston Edison Co 
Professor Jam es C. Keck 
Mechanical Engineering Dept.. 
MIT 
Professor Paul MacAvoy 
Sloan School of Management, 
MIT . 
Dr. Bernard Weinstock 
Manager, Fuel Science Dept., 
Foro Motor Co. 
Moderator: Professor James A. Fay 
Mechanical Engineering Dept., 
MIT; Chairman, Boston's Air 
Pollution Control Committee 
1:00 p.m. Governor Francis W. 
Sargent. 
1: 30-3: 30 p.m . "Controlling Pollu-
tion: Political and Economic Pro 
bleni". 
Mr. Paul Brountas 
Lawyer. Hale and Dorr , Boston, 
Mass. 
Mr. Christopher DeMuth 
Staff Assistant to the President 
Professor Marshall Goldman 
Economics Dept., Wellesley Col-
lege 
Dr. Don Nichol 
Assi'3tan1 to Sen. Mt.LSkie 
Mr. Andrew Nixon 
Chairman al. the- Govemol' al 
Maine's Conservatioo Planning 
Committee for the Machiasport 
Project 
Moderator: Professor Robert Wood, 
Head, Political Science Dept., 
MIT 
8:00 • 10:00 p.m. "The Future of 
the Envirorunent" 
Prolcssor Barry Commoner 
Director of the Center for the 
Biology and Natural Systems, 
Washington University 
Professor Kevin A. Lynch 
Urban Planning and Studies, MIT 
Dr. Ian Nesbit 
Massachusetts Audubon Soctet:,, 
Dr. Jerome Wiesner 
Provost, MIT 
Moderator: Mr. David Burmaster 
MIT; Member of the Department 
of the Interior 's Student Com-
mittee on the Protection of the 
Environment 
Worlo;hops 
Also on the MIT schedule are a 
.series of workshops, small meetings 
in small rooms, resplendent with dis , 
cussions, films, and just about any-
thing. • 
!l a m.-~ ru11. "The Charles River" 
Reading Room Lounge, Student 
Center 
11 a.m. "Population Control: 
Crowding and the Loss o1 Freedom" 
Bldg. 7-160 
"Effect of Highways on the 
Environment'' 
Bldg. 5-231 
11:30 a.m. "BiolOJ..'i<"dl Efkcts of 
Air Pollutants" 
473 Student Center 
"Chemical and Biological War-
fare" 
407 Student . Center 
noon "Social Action for Defending 




"Noise Pollution : Its Physioogi-
,,cal Effects" 
Bldg. 2-142 
"Ecological Effects of Pesticide 
Use" 
Bldg. 2-143 
3:30 p.m. "Population Control: 
Birth Control and Abortion" East 
Lcunge, Student Center 
"Water Pollution and Eutrophica-
tion" 
407 Student Center 
"Benzophrene and the Cancer 
Threat" 
473 Student Center 
4 p.m. "Policy of Pollution: Law 
and Politics · 
Bldg. 7-106 
"Atmospheric Global Circulation 
and Air Pollution" 
Bldg. 2.131 
'Oil Pollution in the Ocean" 
Bldg. 1-273 
"Eco logical Effects of Raddation" 
Bldg. 9-150 
4:30 p.m. "Air Pollution: The 
Automobile" 
Bldg. 1-242 
"You Are What You Eat" 
Bldg. 1-246 
"Solid Waste Disposal" 
Bldg. 1-277 
'Ecology and Politics" 
Bldg. 1-203 
7 p.m . "Open House On Pollution" 
Bldg. 12-124 
Exhibits 
There will also be a day-long ex-
hibition at MIT on April 22, with 
booths representing various interest 
groups and companies. <Including a 
baU1tub full of gold!ish swimming in 
the Charles River Water. Question 
of the Day: will they survive'?) On 
Sun., April 19, the Slag and the Ill 
Wind will give a concert for the 
benefit ot ecology at Kresge Audi-
torium. $1 admission. Come, and 
bring your gas mask. 
Earth People 
The Earth People , a group not con-
nected with Harvaro, will camp.out 
at the Square over the weekend and 
provide fun and games, music, dis-
cussion, etc. for all those interested. 
Harvard activities resume the fol-
lowing .Tues<lay, the twenty-first, at 
1:00 with the Harvard Lampoon Pol-
lution Arts Festiva l at Freedom 
Square, outside the Lampoon build-
ing. Posters and signs will be dis-
played and there might even be some 
celebrities present. 
IJving Costs Panel 
At 8: 00 in the evening of the 
twenty-first at the Sanders Theater 
there will be a core of assemblies 
TEACH-IN DORM REPS 
Bates-Jean Thomson '73 
Beebe-Sarah SWson '72 
Cazenov-Margaret Thomas '70 
Clafllr>-Carol Grissom '70 
Davis-Mary Sommerfield '73 
FrePman-Jlll Ramsfield '72 
McAfee-Uz Senear '73 
Mungel'-Shirley Griffin '70 
Pomeroy-Adele Joyes '72 
Sevenu1c-Edlth Georgl '72 
Stone-Susan Bogert '73 
Tower Court-saJly Hoyt '70 
(Oontlnued on page 7) 
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Carson, R. SJ1ent Spring, 1962, 
Crest, .95 
The Sea Around Us, Signet, .60 
Commoner, B. Science and Sur-
vival, Viking, 1967. 1.35 
Darling, LouJs and Lois A Place 
In the Son, 1968, Morrow, N.Y. 
DeBell, G. The Environmentul 
Handbook, 1970, Ballantine, .95 
Erhllch, P. The Populadon Bomb, 
1968, Ballantine, .95 
Leopold, A. Sand Country Alman-
lc, Oxford, 1.95 
Storer, J. The Web of Ufe, 1956, 
Signet, .95 
Sierra Club, Ecotactlcs, 1970, Bal-
lantine, .95 • 
Rlenow, R. and L. Moment In 
the Sun, Ballantine, .95 
Whole Earth Catalogue (and Sup-
plements), Portola Institute, 4.00 
Reference Library containing 
many of these books wtll be open 
at tho New England Ecology Oen-
ter, 891 (In cellar) Mass. Ave., 
Cambridge, on or near April 1, 
1970. 
Also Se<' occasional articles In 
Ramparts, New Republic, Esqnlre, 
Harper's, and other popular 
perlodl<'a ls. Criticisms, corrections, 
and additions to this list should be 
sent to Infonnarion Reeycle, 891A 
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. U 
you have information, extra books, 
or journal articles on ecology and 
pollution, or any other relevant In, 
formation, please send them to the 
same address. Jr you wish to do 
research on a particular subject, 
or help run the Ecology Center, 
also plense drop a note to the 
same address. 
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'Progress for People' Hurting East Bos toners 
Ed. note: The following Is ex<'er1>ted 
from an arHt'le by John T. White -
East l",o!iton Community Je.ader In tho 
Roston Globe. 
"People or progress" is the byword 
of the Massachusetts Port Authority. 
Just how this progress is brought 
about, or how much community dis-
ruption it entails, seems of no con-
cern to officials of the authority. 
These officials are pledged to or.e 
goal: to transform Logan Airport 
into the number one airport in th~ 
country. Whether families are di~ 
placed or homes are leveled, is of no 
consequence just as long as money. 
and more of it, ran be used to fi. 
nance the dream of these eici>cutives. 
In a very concrete attempt to give 
birth to this fantasy, the MPA has 
taken. and is rrepared to take, some 
, uthless m "{.<;i;res. 
MPA Appropriate Road,i 
Presently, ,his entity, itsel( a tax-
1-.,rempt body is seeking to drmolish 
and convert !or its own us,~ Neptune 
Hd., which 1s J;omc for seve-al hun-
dred families. In spite of c::n.,ultar.t 
evidence which argues to the con-
trary MP A insists for safety resons 
that it must have this road. 
In a recent confrontation between 
the MPA and a spokesman for the 
East Boston community, tile author-
ity was quoted as sayini;: "The la11d 
taking is regrettable, bu~ represents 
a question of people -,r prog.·css." 
Peter lngeneri, of Neptune Road, be-
lieves "lhe airport is ,::ommitted to 
inland expansion at the expen~e of 
residents rather than se·tward ex-
pansion at :he expense of non-rc~idcnt 
bond holders." 
Privacy Violated 
Mrs. Sheila Mullen, of nearby Cow-
per St., says of the authority: "They 
have invaded the privacy of our lives, 
devalued our property and uprooted 
our residents without any considera-
tion o! equity. Now the~· plan to fur-
ther encroach upon East Eo.;lon under 
the guise of protectio11 and <'IPar wnc 
approaches." She !11rthe~ asks, 
"When will honesty prc>vai! and the 
MPA truthfully publis! the ultimate 
limits of its aspirations for Jami in 
this ar.ea?" 
Still not satisfied with conquest in 
the Neptun.? Rd. ares, the per• has 
been operating in anJther section 
of East Boston - Jeffries Point. The 
first section, as it is called, is an 
area characterized by its complexes 
of red brick dwellings and possessed 
of both an aesthetic pride and his-
torical significance. Herc, in a ges-
ture of pseud~philanthropy (although 
Port off cials are qui ·1- in their de-
nial), realtors engage<i uy the port 
will offer to buy the homes Qf those 
who have been saturatc>d 1 J airPort 
noise lev~ls. Such noi~e. reminiscer,t 
of an an<'ient tortlll'P., i,; causecl by 
planes landing, takinr off, or merely 
undergoing what ,u·.? called test 
warm-ups. 
Folio~ Spectator 
A few years ago the Port Authority 
was awarded Amerina Field, in a 
manner not altogether clear to us. 
However, stripped of its political com-
plexities, it simply meant that East 
Boston would lose yet another of its 
vital recreational assets. This field, 
until taken over by the authority, 
was the site for many local SPorling 
New Williams Ecology Studies 
To Off er Choice of Viewpoints 
by Su,mn Diskin 'Tl 
Next fall Williams College will be-
gin an undergraduate program in 
environmental s t u d i e s that may 
prove to be unique in this field. The 
subject of environment will be con-
sidered in a liberal arts context, in 
which students· will be offered a 
multi-faceted program. 
stressing the relationships between 
their various disciplines and the rel-
evance of such an approach to the 
complex study of environmental con-
cerns. 
Grnn1 Awarded 
The Williams Center received a 
granto! $200,000 from the Rocke-
feller Foundation. The experimental 
are related to these issues. Special 
attention will be devoted to the in-
teractions of governmental policies 
at various levels and their subse-
quent effects on public planning. 
Students Enthusiastic 
Students are apparently responding 
to the increasing problems presented 
by the environmental crisis, as con-
siderable interest has already been 
evidenced. There is a large enroll-
ment in the program oUered by the 
Center for Em•ironmental Studies, 
and students are actively participa-
ting in the national teach-in of mid-
April on the Williams campus. 
Such a program ,.ill allow the stu- method of team instruction has been 
dent ro explore E>nvironmental issues in part made possible liy these funds. 
in detail while> continuing to major A particular highlight of this cur-
in one of the more traditional dis- riculum is the core course on "En-
r:iplines. Courses dealing with the vironm ental Policy and Planning," 
rore of environmental concerns will which studies public policies whi<!h 
he supplemented by offerings in art, ,-- ---- ::_ _ __:. _ ___ _ __ _ _ ____ __ ~=-- - --
c'cology, economics. geology. Political College to Hold Music r-ete; 
science, and physical sciences. 
llnlqua Approach 
Tris study plan was developed by 
the Williams Center for Environ-
mental Studies, now in its third year 
of operation. The program is unique 
in that it stresses the liberal arts 
tradition and emphasizes interdis-
ciplinary curricula among the hu-
manities, social sciences, and physi-
cal sciences. 
Pop, Jazz, Blues On Tap 
Carl H. Reidel, assistant director of 
the Center, envisions the program as 
a chance for students to study en-
vironmental concerns appropriate to 
their particular field of interest and 
career goals, while at the same time 
acquiring a balanced perspective of 
the environment as a whole. Environ-
ment will be approached as a filed 
of synthesis, a topic which may be 
sturiirrl from a varirty of viewpoints. 
Environmen1 Crh,111 
Professor Reidel, who regards the 
environmental crisis as "essentially 
a crisis of knowledge and education," 
values the Williams approach which 
<'Onsiders a vast scope of educational 
interests. This wide range is seen as 
"vital to comprehend the environ-
mental crisis we face today with all 
its immense complexity ." 
"The crisis is as much an ethical, 
cultural and social problem as it is 
a scientific one," he continued. "Ec»-
Jogy, perhaps in a metaphorical 
sense, is the core - the way of think-
ing." 
Coordfnah1 Program 
1'"111.1r introductory courses are to 
be clectc>d by the students during his 
freshman and sophomore years. Su~ 
jC'Ct matter included studies art, bi-
ology, and economics as they are re-
lated to environmental issues. 
On Saturday, April 25, Wellesley 
will have its first outdoor music festi-
val. Admission will be free. The 
festival will be hc>ld in the College 
Amphitheatre, or if it rains, in the 
Chapel. 
The festival will feature several 
hands including: Chemistry, a popu-
lar band from Boston; the James 
Montgomery Blues Band (James 
Montgomery is the harp player from 
a very prominent Boston band, Col-
well Winfield); a jazz group which 
has not yet been selected; and Travis, 
Shook, and the Club WOW, who will 
open the festival. 
A musical festival was the idea of 
Jeanie Stahl '73, who explains its 
purPose as, "I just thought it would 
be really nice to b<> able to sit out-
Population ... 
(Oonttnued from page ts) 
through the crisis (for example, 
Libya) ; and 3) those countries which 
should receive food because their 
problem is manageable, i.e., once 
given food they will have time to 
create birth control and agricultural 
research programs (for example, 
Tunisia and Pakistan). 
Reallstfo Way 
This may seem like a hard and 
cold handling of the situation, but 
it exists as the only realistic alter-
native. If the United States tries to 
help everyone, it will not be able to 
help some countries enough, and 
other countries which could have 
hecn saved will die from relative in-
attention. 
Juniors, besides taking an advanced It should be mention ed that there 
rourse in their major directly re- are also some countries, such as 
re la ted to environment, also takes an · Japan and England, which foresaw 
pnvir- ,nm<'nla' .. core sequenc r the problem years ago and have 
eourS1'. Faculty members from the made progress enough to sustain 
departments of art, biology, and ec»- themsPlves . There is also a group of 
nomlcs mect jointly with the class, L'Ountries <Canada, Australia, Argen-
s;..ie on a Saturday afternoon and 
listen to some good music." 
The festival is not just for Welles-
ley students, but is open to the entire 
Boston community. A publicity cam-
paign is under way at Harvard, MIT, 
Boston University , Berkley School of 
Music, and many other greater Bos-
ton colleges. Four hundred to a 
thousand people are eiq>ected to at-
tend. 
The festival is being organized by 
Anne Shere, head of Con:mittee X of 
the coffee house, Neil Brown (Direct-
or of O_perations for Billings), and 
Jeanie Stahl. 
The Well will be open for food and 
beverages during this concert. It 
will begin at 1 p.m. and probably 
run until about 5: 30 p.m . 
tina) who do have exportable 
surplus food. Most of this food. how-
ever, is sold instead of donated, and 
the total surplus food does not com-
pare with that available in the United 
States. 
'The Food Age' 
So even before there is ample time 
for work on birth control control, the 
United States finds itseU nearing 
what the Paddocks call "the food 
age." 
Can this still seem imposisble? 
After all, it is quite impossible to 
breathe it and cough or taste it and 
become sick. Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich, 
author of The PopulaHon Bomb, ex-
plains the severity of the issue in 
this way. "The casual chain of the 
deterioration is easily followed to its 
source. Too many cars, too many 
factories, too much detergent, too 
much pesticide, multiplying contrails, 
inadequate sewage treatment plants, 
too little water, too much carbon 
dioxide - all can be traced easily to 
too many people." 
events. Now, the area sits like a 
former spectator, silent witness to 
the games of the MPA. Present plans 
call for a post office to be erected 
there. Millie Ferra, a resident ot 
Maverick St., suggests that the auth-
ority use existing National Guard 
buildings to accomodate postal facil-
ities. Her suggestion has gone un-
heeded. 
Every day in the skies over East 
Boston, jet aircraft, their afterburn-
ers belching tons of filth and noxious 
fumes into the atmosphere, create 
noise sufficient to interrupt classes 
in school. A teacher is forced to 
pause several times during an hour 
while a plane passes overhead. 
Moves to Control MP A 
But what of the steps being taken 
to insure that this authority does not 
continue to strong-arm its way? 
The legislative committee of the 
Neighborhood Council is one local 
group which acknowledges the Power 
of the Port Authority, but is unwill-
ling to yield to it. Composed of resi-
dents and community leaders, and 
in an effort to curb the far-fetched 
musings of port executives, the com-
mittee has proposed 14 pieces of in-
cisive, though responsible legislation. 
Mr. Edward King, chief executive of 
the authorit),, has met with this 
group on occasion, but chooses to 
regard it as being amateurish and 
dismisses its "people-oriented" ap. 
proach. 
Are East Bostonians opposed to 
progress? Emphatically, they are 
not. But they do obpect to that pecu-
liar breed of progress which focuses 
on a particular area and seeks to 
obliterate it. To the citizens of East 
Boston the private ambitions of Port 
.Authority board members fosters 
thi!: form of progress. 
East Boston vs Logan 
Therefore, the concept of further 
development at Logan, and the at-
tendant annihilation of the commun-
ity which it proposes. is seen as an 
imoractka; and unworkable one 
which ought to b<' discarded in favor 
of an honE>st and genuine considez.:a-
SPRING CLEAN-UP , 
Volunteers are needed to parti-
cipate In thl' C'nmbrldge Model 
Cltfes Spring Clean-Up, Fix-Up 
C'ampalgn. It will be held Sat., 
April 25, and Sat., May 2. If you 
have frN" time to give eithf>r or 
both of thesl' Saturdays, or for 
more Information, please call 
Terry at MIT Urban Action, 547-
5655. Please try to call bl'fon- Fri., 
Ap:-11 17. If enough people volun-
tel'r, we l'Dn provldl' a bus to and 
from Wellesley. Lunch will also be 
provided. 
smRLEY CHISHOLM TO SPEAK 
ON fflE SOCIAL REVOLUTION 
The Hon. Shirley Chisholm, 
Democratic Congresswomen from 
the 12th District In New York, 
will speak on "The Social Revolu· 
tlon" at Wellesley College on Mon-
day, April 20, at 8:00 p.m. In 
Alumnae Hall. 
The lecture ls sponsored by 
Ethos and is funded by the Martin 
Luther King, Jr., Fund. Congress-
woman Chl!>holm was elected to 
the 91st Congress In 1968 after 
havi ng served as a member or the 
New York State Assembly from 
1964 to 1968. She was bom In 
Brooklyn, New York, and rooelved 
her B.A. degree from Columbia 
University. A former nursery 
school teacher and dlttctor of nur-
sery schools, she served as Edu. 
cntional Consultant to the Division 
of Day Care of the Bureau or 
Child Welfare In New York City 
from 1959 until her election to the 
Assembly . 
In 1957 she was named "Alumna 
of the Year" by Brooklyn Col· 
lege and In the same year received 
an award for outstanding work In 
Child Welfare from the Women's 
Council of Brooklyn. In 1965 · the 
Key Women Inc ., gave her their 
"oman of Achievement" award. 
She is a member of the League of 
Women Voters, the Brooklyn Col· 
ll'ge Alumnae Association, and the 
National Assocbtlon of College 
Women. She serves on the House 
Committee on Veteran Affairs In 
the U.S. Congress. 
tion to build a second airport, per-
haps in the harbor. 
For it is strangely wondrous, but 
no less consoling, that aviation tech-
nology has nearly overcome the pro~ 
lems of lunar landing, but continues 
to be puzzled by the enigma of pro-
viding a safe and suitable place to 
land aircraft on earth. Perhaps equal 
zeal channeled in this direction will 
lend real substance to the adage: 
"Progress for People" 
During the Environmental teach-in 
week there will be a mass die-in at 
Logan Airport (starting at 6:00 p.m. 
Wed., April 22). East Boston citizens 
are joining in to protest the slow 
strangulali'>n of their community by 
the MPA's expansionism. They are 
urging concerned citizens to join 
their demonstration. More informa-
tion on joining East Boston in the 
die-in may be obtained from Anne 
Beha. 237-9763. 
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21 • BOSTON EDISON STOCK· 
HOLDER'S MEETING DE-
MONSTRATION: 
• Prudential Center Plaza, 10 
a.m. Picketing, etc. 
- Harvard Lampoon Pollution 
A r t s Festival: Freedom 
Square (Mt. Auburn Street) 
-at the Lampoon Offices: 
Bring your own pollution art 
at 2:30 p.m. 
- PANEL DISCUSSION ON 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
CRISIS : "The Cost of Liv-
ing": 8 p.m. with speakers, 
Sen. Muskie, Dr . Barry Com-
moner, Dr. George Wiley, and 
others. Tickets at door, Coop. 
Sponsored by Harvard Ecolo-
~.,· Coalition. M Sanders Thea-
ter. 
22 · EARTH DAY: 
- Harvard Teach -In continues: 
Multl ·medla show at Harvard 
Busine<;s St'hool, 9 a.m .--5 p.m. 
Speakers at 10 a.m. will In-
clude Russell Train, Charles 
Lui'«'. IJonel Lulldn. 
- Han·ard C'-Olll'gl' Teach-Ins 
all day at all houses. 
• Harvard Bu~lness School 
Panels: 2-!I p.m. 
· Har\ •ard En\'lronmental Law 
Society P.anel: 8:30 p.m. 
- Boston l'nlverslty: River 
Purification Rites and !\larch. 
Lea\'e Gaffney St. at 10 11.m. 
to rites site. 
Celebration of the Earth: 
Marsh Plaza. 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
Mayor White at 11 a.m.,Gov. 
Sargent at Hyden Hall, 8 p.m. 
- Mass March: Park Street 
Station to JFK Plaza, 3 p.m. 
Presentation of petition for 
envlroncental bill of rights to 
Rep. Michael Harrington at 
,JFK Plaza after the march. 
- Mass Demonstration: JFK 
Plaza, 3:30 to 5 p.m. 
• High Mass: Logan Airport, 
North Terminal, 6 p.m.: Mock 
funeral for: victims of geno• 
clde In SE Asta, racism In 
America and bloclde from pol-
lution. Occupation of cof-
fins; leafiettlng: Guerrilla 
Theater. 
- Mass Die-In: North Terminal 
and Internatio nal Terminal: 
Presentation of occupied cof-
fins to protest Pan American, 
TWA. and United Airline'! 
planned purchase of SST, Fact 
Shoots on SST. Guerrilla 
Theater. 
Mass Die-In (sit-in, lay-In: 
bring ~·our own sleeping bags) 
colncldentaJ with presenta, 
tlon of coffin, following mock 
funeral Individuals partlcl• 
patfng are requested to re-
main peaceful, not to violate 
the civil rights of passengers. 
Die-In will end at 10 p.m. 
- Endnnge-red Species Film and 
Lecture: Allston Burr Hall, 
Harvard College. John Walsh, 
speaker. Free, open to the 
public. 
23 • Boston Area Ecology Action 
Benefit: The Proposition, 
Hampshire Street. Infonna• 
tton at 876·0088. lmprovl11a-
tlonal review, tickets $3.50. 
25 - Surviva l Weekend: all day, all 
night through weekend: lnstl• 
tute of Contemporary Art. 
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Hundreds Take a Long Walk 
To Earn Money for Hungry 
by Eleanor McCarthy "72 
Guest Reporter 
Essential. That is the word which 
blankets my impressions. Essential. 
There is something essential about 
working the body beyond exhaustion, 
about forcing the feet past pain, about 
walking In the sun, about talking and 
singing and laughing together. There 
Scholl's type medication for blistered 
feet. There were cars along the way 
to pick up those who had to stop; 
they also passed out oranges and 
plastic bags for trash. Most walkers 
were verv careful about disposing of 
trash; ~Y picked up trash they 
found along the way. The police were 
very cooperative. 
ts something essential about food. There was an undeniable spirit of 
On Sun. April 12, 1300 people walk- happiness which surrounded the 
ed for the hungry. The walk was one walkers. Every person I talked to 
of many sponsored bv the American was pleasant and smiling, and re-
Freedom From Hunger Foundation, sponded to a "How are you doing?" 
a non-profit , non-government orga- with mutual concern. One comment 
nization founded by John F. Kennedy to Alice was: "Are you a Girl Scout?" 
in 1961. This particular walk was or- Another was: "I'd like to put my feet 
pnized by some high school students in Jello." . And from the sidelines, "I 
In Newton. The route started at New- think you're all marvelous." Groups 
ton Center and wound 25 miles around were singing anything from "Age of 
and others about the population prob-
lem and to act upon that knowledge. 
It is up to us to perceive what is es-
sential to life. 
We learned 1¢ Sunday some con. 
crete essentials. Blistered feet need 
baind-aids; dry throats need liquid, 
even if it is kool-aid. Bodies need 
good food to keep them going. We all 
need each other to chat away the 
aching legs, to encourage each other 
over the last ten miles, to coax each 
other over the last five miles. As 
we walked we looked forward to each 
~heckpoint where we knew our needs 
would be taken care of. niose we 
we~e walking for don't know where 
the next checkpoint is. They're not 
even sure it exists. 
Teaching to Action • • • 
(Oontlnued from page t) 
vice) to hearings before and after the 
fact: to initial ones to determine 
needs and final hearings to consider 
the formalized plans proposed by the 
agencies involved. The public hear-
ing procedure has largely failed to 
develop meaningful public participa,, 
tion. The agencies themselves feel 
they have made considered judg-
ments and largely Ignore citizen 
objections. The public response tends 
to be characterized by apathy, Ignor-
ance and resistance. 
Pilot programs have been estab-
lished where two-way communication 
between planning agencies and the 
public were set up during the plan. 
ntng process. The public was given 
on-going information about study 
findings and possible program impli-
cations and agencies got continuing 
representative feed-back on commun-
ity preferences. Such p r o g r a m s 
sboold be studied and improved upon 
and incorporated into the stuclud 
procedure for governmental planning. 
The benefit will actually be for both 
sides. The public will be supplied with 
direct information in understandable 
tenns and have the time and oppor-
tunity to modify the tentative plan. 
In tum, the agency planners will 
see the project in truer pet'Sl)e\.'1ive 
- being forced beyond their special-
ized approaches by participation in 
the inclusive public workshops. 
To develop innovative means of 
significantly involving citizens in ~ 
virorunental decisions affecting them 
is the primary purpose of the Wel-
lesley Teach-In. The week will be a 
failure unless something is started 
here and across the country: a de-
termined beginning to a "grass roots" 
political movement to find ways for 
the American people to realize mean-
ing1u] sell-government. 
=~andWellesleybacktoNewton Aqu~~:~n:~~:=: McGovern, Hart Cosnonsor 
Sponsort Pay f r 
=-~~;~f::F>.Fu.:;i f:fJ{!~ ,'1§/#:::~En vironmental Protection A ct 
k,omp!leted. A "Walk Card" was malnutrition. They knew that their 
stamped at each of ten checkpoints feet and legs were aching. But they 
to verify the distance completed. knew that that's where it's at, work-
Each sponsor pays his pledge-per- ing together, sweating, being a part 
mile times the number of miles com- o~ nature. 
pleted. The walk earned between The walk emphasized and crystal-
Sl),000 and $30,000 which will go to lizerl ll Jot ol thoughts. It set its 
Rlf-help projects in Appalachia to ecstatic communal spirit against 
Indian reservations in Maine, and hatred and racism; it set the cool 
projects in Kenya and India. clean trees and sky against the de-
The walkers ranged in age from 6 tergent-polluted Olarles which we 
to 50. There was a girl on crutches crossed and the trash along the road; 
and one in a wheelchair. There were it set our bodies, open to sensations 
erew-cuts and lots of hair. There of pleasure and pain, against the life-
were many white arm-bands. There less inactivity of our over-mechanized 
were at least five Wellesley girls. society; it set what is essential 
Adele Joyes, Ann McNamara, Alice agai:1St what is non-essential. 
Kelnikoff, Carol Richmond and I 
were among the happy 800 who com-
pleted the 25 miles. 
Seven Hour fflke 
The walk was incredibly well-or-
aanired. It took, on the average, 
about seven hours. At each check-
point there was water , kool-aid, candy 
be.rs, and cookies. There were Red 
Cross cars well-stocked with tape, 
pads, powder, and other Doctor 
Task Force ... 
Checkpoint for Hungry? 
As A~ricans we are part of a 
paradoxical nation which is now suf. 
fering the social ancl ecological trag-
edies of over-consumption , while with-
in that nation over two million people 
are hungry and millions more are 
malnourished. The problems can be 
linked most obviously to over-popula-
tion. It is up to us to take the re-
sponsibility of educating ourselves 
(Continued from page 4) Earth Day, April 22, to answer ques-
tions about the task for?!e and try to 
tlon in pollution. These sub-groops interest other students in the group's 
may include a research committee projects. 
to investigate the anti-pollution ef. Lois reports that the task force 
SDrts of government , an action com- includes people with a "wide diver-
mittee to help clear up the pollution sity of interests" wbo have previously 
problem by dealing with private e~ed in research in the field of 
foundations as well as the state and pollution or worked in environmental 
federal governments, and a legisla- action groups. Lois herself has edited 
tlve commdttee to study and suggest Urbanactlon, the magazine published 
anti-pollution laws. jointly by Wellesley and MIT, and 
Governor Sargent, who has already done research on pollution in Boston 
.recommended to the state legislature harbor for Alan H. Schechter, assist-
an act establishing an Environmental ant professor of political science. The 
Quality Control Council, has also task ror-ce has recruit~, "at least 
llhown much interest in cooperating 100 volunteers already, • and any 
with the work of this new task rorce. other interesood students may :fl 
At the request of his office, Lois will Lois at 235-7307 in :rower Court West 
go to one of the state universities on for more information. 
Handbook Initiates Reader 
Into Basics of Ecology Ethic 
by Beth Hodsdon "73 
"It won't be long now it won't be 
long till earth is barren as the moon 
and sapless as a mumbled bone" -
Don Marquise's "Archy" opens The 
Environmental Handbook, a collection 
of essays published by Frields of the 
Earth fur the Teach-In , collected to 
tell you, most probably the ecologic-
ally unsophisticated reader, why the 
bone is well-mumbled and what can 
be done about it. 
It accom,r>lishes this through a 
pastiche of -cerpts, ranging from 
Paul Ehrlich°' horrifying "Eco, 
Catastrophe!" ("the end of the ocean 
came late in the summer of 1979") 
to an article on the practicality of eat-
ing hippopotamus meat. There are 
the necessary statistic -lists, and, 
more importantly, articles that intro-
duce ecological economics, search for 
historical roots, present a deeper de-
scrlption of one ecelogical mess-the 
ocean's "redblooms" - and plug for 
the disappearing wilderness as a 
hwnan necessity. Readi~ the first 
s e c t i o n produces two reactions-
frightened indignation and desire to 
learn more than can be presented in 
this small book. 
Ec.Tacttca 
The doomsday effect is co\Dltered 
with both a vision of the possible 
cure and specifics for getti~ it. That 
cure slated by almost every expert, 
is not, as Nixon and Pope Paul would 
have it, more technology. The New 
Luddites (see last week's "Ergo" 
article by a technocrat-nmning-
scared) here present their case you 
don't fight with fire, burning out 
Nature's balance and reserves in the 
process. An example given : sewage 
treatment plants, through a chain re-
(Cootinned on Page 9) 
by Amy Levin '"n 
"Some say that the world will end 
in fire. Some say in ice . . . " Sena-
tor George McGovern (O..S.D.) quot-
ed these words o! Robert Frost in his 
introduction tD the Environmental 
Protection Act of 1970. McGovern 
said that a printed interview with 
Lee DuBridge, the President's Sci-
ence Advisor, reminded him of the 
poem. In the magazine interview Du-
Bridge outlined two technically 
caused environmental catastrophes. 
In one of these cases the world 
would become a "hot-house"; in the 
other, a new ice age would result 
from all the pollution. 
McGovern's deep .concern for the 
environment has prompted him, how-
ever, to go beyond poetic quotations 
and take legislative action. He and 
Senator Philip Hart (R, Mich.) are 
co-sponsoring a bill entitled the En-
vironmental Protection Act of 1970 
de~gned to "provide every person 
with an adequate remedy to protect 
the ai.r. water , land, and public trust 
of the United States from unreason. 
able pollution, impairment, or de-
struction." 
Suitt Possible 
Besides granting citizens the right 
to a pollution free environment, the 
bill provides the means through 
which this basic right can be ens\.ll'ed. 
The bill establishes the state and fed. 
eral court system as this necessary 
mechanism by opening it up to suits 
by citizens against other citizens or 
government agencies. 
The Massachusetts State Legisla. 
ture will be considering shortly a 
similar anti-pollution bill. The Mas-
sachusetts bill, entitled S. 9<11, is cur-
rently being considered by the So-
cial Welfare Committee and was filed 
by its chairman, Senator Beryl W. 
Cohen of Brookline. Like the Mc-
Govern-Hart bill, the Massachusetts 
bill provides citizens with the right 
to bring a court suit against anyone 
who is polluting the air . Concerned 
primarily with air pollution, the Mas-
sachusetts bill is less comprehensive 
than the federal Environmental Pro-
tection Act, but it has the same focus. 
Harvard Teach-in ... 
(Continued from page 5) 
Theodore Levitt , from the Harvard 
Business School, Barry Commoner, 
from Washington University , and 
Malcolm Rifkin. an urban planner 
from Washington D.C. This assembly 
will be videotaped and presented by 
delayed broadcast at 9: 15 the same 
night on Channel 2. Wellesley girls 
are invited to attend and should give 
their names to Joan Entmacher in 
Shafer in order to have tickets held 
for them . 
The Harvard Business School will 
be the center of activities on the 
morning and afternoon of the twenty. 
second. Throughout the day, from 
9:00 a .m. until 5:00 p.m . there will 
be a multi-media display focusing on 
environmental concerns. Russell 
Train, Undersecretary of the lntel'-
ior and a member of President Nix-
on's Environmental Council will head 
a symposium at 10: 00 in the morning. 
Following this, at 1: 15 and 3: 00 in the 
afternoon there will be a series of 
panels discussing problems of pollu-
tion and the environment. 'Mlrough-
out the day, di-;cussions will be held 
at the Harvard and Radcliffe houses 
for all students who wish to partici-
pate. 
Demands to be Preeented 
A march from Park Street to Gov-
ernment Center and finally to Logan 
Airport is scheduled to begin at 3: 00 
on the afternoon of the twenty-second. 
Marchers will present (to the Mayor's 
office) a list of survival demands 
drawn up by various Boston eommit-
tees. A petition calling for the addi-
tion of an Environmental Bi1l of 
Rights to the Constitution will be 
presented to Massachusetts Senator 
Michael Harrington. This Bill of 
Rights would guarantee every citizen 
the right to a decent environment. 
Marchers will proceed to Logan Air -
port, the scene of a Die-In at 6:00 
that evening. The purpose of the 
Die-In is to protest against the Super-
Sonic Tran sport, not only for the pf. 
fects it :ni~ht have on the environ-
ment, including the weather, safety, 
and the sonic boom, but also to pro-
test the government funding of what 
many feel to be an absurd and un. 
realistic project. 
Legal Aspecta 
The Harvard Law School will hold 
a formn at 8: 30 on the night of the 
twenty-second to discuss the legal as-
pects of environmental issues. There 
will be two sets of panelists consist-
ing of Professor 4wrence Tribe of 
the Harvard Law School, Steve Ells , 
Vice President of the Conservation 
Law Foundation and a member of the 
General Council of the Massachusetts 
Department of Natural Resources, 
Benjamin Nason, the Executive Di-
rector of the Conservation Law Foun-
dation, Jesse Rasewitz of the Massa-
chusetts Lawyer's Guild, Alan Mor-
gan, the Executive Vice President and 
Treasurer of the Massachusetts Au-
dubon Society, David Bw-re, an en-
vironmentalist from General Electric , 
FOR PEOPLE 
Fri., April 1'1, from noon through 
the attemoon, the Harvard Ecolo-
~ Coalition will be taldn,: over 
Harvard Square for people Dile tor 
a change lntead of ear me. 
People are encouraged to picnic 
In the Square and join In tile 
bicycle races that will be stapcl 
around the equare every half boar. 
There win be a formal protest 
against the slow strangulation of 
urban areas by the automobile and 
a demand that rapid and coavmi-
ent public transportation be devel-
oped. Everyone ls welcome. Bring 
your own PIii maslt. 
Government agencies no longer need 
be relied upon for protection. Bill 
S. 9<11 also improves the chance for 
injured citizens to get compensation 
for the damage they suffer to their 
health and property from air pollu-
tion. Both bills give the courts more 
authority to order polluters to stop 
polluting. 
Citizen Response Needed 
Traditionally, the federal and 
state governments and their agencies 
were entirely responsible for protect-
ing the environment. However, legal 
and administrative roadblocks pre-
vented individual citizens from par-
ticipating in the regulatory process. 
The proposed bills are designed not 
as "a threat to existing procedures 
to protect the environment but as a 
supplement, as an additional tool to 
protect us all." 
Government initiativ e is not suffi. 
cient. A livable environment is the 
responsibility of indiviclual citizens. 
Support these ecology bills through . 
action. Write to your senators and 
representatives . 
and Profe ssor Fred Smith, an ecol~ 
gist from Harvard. 
Students from Wellesley are invited 
to attend and participate in any of 










at an absurd 
old·fashioned 
price! 
Afllllble at your college 
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Academic Council Committee Elections Begin 
This spring's elections for student 
representatives to the various Aca• 
demic Council committees begin this 
week. There are many positions, 
vacated by graduating seniors , which 
must be filled for next year by stu-
dents interested in having a voice in 
College Government. 
One studen t from the class of '73 
is needed to serve for three years on 
the Academic Review Board, which 
makes decisions on proposals of stu-
dents for special academic work be-
yond the existing legislation and also 
SIO 
Would you like to work on the 
Students for Intematlonal Com -
munication (SIO) next yeart You 
can nominate yourseU or obtain 
Information on the elub and Its 
purposes by ealling Mary La Vio-
lette, present SIC pl"ellldent, at 
235-1960. 
HELP 
As the stucJent representattves 
to the Trustee Nominating Com-
n1lttee we must nominate !ltao 
dents for the other Trustee Com-
mittees. If you would Uke to be a 
~ oa one of the fol-
~ eommlttees or woaJd llke 
to recommend smneooe, please 
oonta.et Barbara Baumberger, Sev· 
erance, !S5-00M, or Sae Heln&-
mam. Tower East, %SWU2, by 
the mlddle ol next week. 
PLANS AND RESOURCES COM-
MITI'EE: one freshman or sopho,, 
more. Committee works clo!Jely 
with Development Fund office. 
FINANCE COMMITI'EE: oae 
junior. Committee acts for Trus-
tees In financial matters and 
makes recommendations for the 
annual budget. 
INVE'SI'MENT COMMITI'EE: 
one sophomore or junior. Com-
mittee WOl'ks with Treasurer In 
handling the endowment funds and 
Investments. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
COMMnTEE: one sophomore . 
Committee makes recommend&,, 
dons on lanclseaplng and new 
bulldlng& 
CONFERENCE COMMITI'EE: 
one sophomore and one junior. 
Committee responsible lor orient • 
Ing new tnistees to the College. 
We will meet with all nominees, 
since the final members ol the 
committees will be appointed by 
the Trustee NomJnatlng Commltee. 
Our replacements on this com• 
mlttee wlll be elected later this 
spring. 
FINAL PLEA: H you want stu-
dent representation ID the running 
ol the College . . . this Is your 
daanoo. 
THE WOODROW WIUWN PRIZE 
IN POLITIOAL SCIENCE 
The Department ol PoUtteal 
Science anno101ce11 the Woodrow 
Wllson Prue in Modem Polities. 
The prize will be awarded at Com -
me ncement to the member of the 
Cl118S of 1970 who submits the best 
essey on some modem pollttcal 
problem. 
The competition will be ...... 
ed by the following rules: 
L Papen must be properffy 
documented, must contain biblio-
graphies, and Insofar as possible, 
most be based on source material. 
2. 'Competitors must submit one 
typewritten eopy ol their papen. 
carbons will be accepted. 
s. Eaeh copy must be signed by 
a pseudonym and be aooompenled 
by a eealed envelope containing 
both the real name and the pseu-
donym of the competitor. 
4.. Papers must be left In Room 
234, Green Hall, not later than 
5:00 p.m., May 8, 1970. 
5. Honors papers sabrnltted for 
speelal honors are not eUglble. 
6. Papers submitted for other 
prizes are not eligible. 
'1. The Department reserves the 
right to withhold the award in case 
no paper Is sufflcleotly excellmt 
to merit It. 
on the disposition of students not of Instruction, which reviews depart -
diploma grade ~- ment cumculum plans, initiates new 
The Board of Admi88lon also needs educational programs, and superin-
one member of the class of '73 tD tends the Honors Program, also has 
serve for three years on this com- one position QPell for a two year tenn 
mittee, which recommends policy to for a student from the c~ of '72. 
Academic Council regarding recruit- • Two students in the class of '73 are 
ment, qualfications, and interviewing needed to serve for three years on 
and selects candidates for th e fresh- the F.ducational Policy Committee, 
man class each spring. (During her which considers long-range qu~ons 
junior and senior years this rep.re- of educational policy and suggested 
sentative will be reading applica- changes in the current education pro-
tions.) gram of the College (This year this 
The Committee on Curriculum and committee sent to Academic Council 
the proposals for student-taught col· 
)oquia). 
Finally, students from the classes 
of •n or '72 are eligible tD serv~ 1or 
one year on two of the most important 
committees having student represen-
tation. The President's Advisory 
Councll, which meets with the Presi-
dent of the College regularly for con-
sultation on questions of administra-
tive appointments, the formulation of 
new programs for the College, and 
the establishment of prioriti es in Col-
lege planning, needs one representa. 
tive from these .:ategcrles. 'I11e 
Tr a II t e es Nomhwflng Oonunlttee, 
which considers candidates for nom-
ination to the position of trustee of 
the College and nominates members 
to the different committees , must 
have two students from these cate-
gories. 
Those inteersted in running for any 
of these positions should oonmct Ann 
O'Regan, chairman of elections com-
mittee, in McAfee (235-3197) by Wed-
nesday , April 22nd. 
.-s-~MMITTEE-8 are-needed-OPENIN_to_: he-Princeton 'sHarambee Group 
~~E Presents Lively Black Arts 
One member, '7S, to serve three 
years; Library Pi:>lley Oommlttee, 
One member, ' '73, to serve three 
years; Lecture Polley Committee, 
One ntember, '71, '72, or '73, to 
serve one year; Extracurricular 
Schedule Committee, One mem-
ber, '71, '72, or '73, to senoe on 
year. 
In1erested students should eall 
Joan Lister In Cazenove. 
by Conole Kallman '72 a part of the actioo too: the rhythmic 
Impatience, bitterness , and an exul- opening number , "I Wish I Knew 
tant sense of self-discovery-these How it Feels to be Free,"-in which 
are three vital elements in the mood the 36-mernber company sang and 
of young black America . All three finger-snapped their way down the 
were wvidly reflected by "Mixed aisles of Jewett Auditorium and onto 
Bag," a program of poetry, song , · the stage with a five-man band--fn. 
and dance presented last SUnday by vit!ed response. The overwhelming 
Princeton's Harambee House Play- spirit and enthusiasm made up for 
ers and Ethos. weak singing in many numbers . With 
The audience became aware eariy the concl~. melodious strains of 
in the performance that they were "When We Gonna Rise Up," the con-
spouting black minister was torment• 
ed by a b~ burglar whose 
voice he mistook for that of God: 
"But I thought you told me we all 
ought to be peaceful , Lord? " nie 
response? "I ~ my mind!,. 
Pathos and pUllloa 
'Camino Real' to Play Here~ 
Exotic Characters Abound 
tagious sense of black unity was 
almost ~ble. 
"Booker T . and W.E.B." 
In between , poetry readings, song 
and dance were combined in lively 
successi.on to portray the 1hemes of 
black lifestyles and black pride , 
An unvarnished naturalness charac-
terized the dance and l~e , giv-
ing it strength and earthy freshness. 
" Life flesh and coursing blood," a 
phrase from Leroi Jones' poem 
"Black Arts," exemplifies the spirit 
of the whole program. Almost all 
of the poetry readings were excel-
lently delivered-«lccessive waves cl 
vengeful ~r. pathos, wry amuse-
ment, and jubilance swept the audi-
ence. Nearly etVerY poem was in-
terrupted with cries of "Right m ! " , 
laughter, or applause. Three girls 
and two boys throbbingly performed 
an .Amcan dance, "Drums of Pas-
sion," to an hypnotic drumbeat. 
"Camino Real is a funny paper 
read backwards," says · the Gypsy of 
what Clive Barnes calls "Tennessee 
Williams' best play." Williams, him-
self, said, "I am trying to capture 
the quality of really 'tough' America 
of the comic sheets . . . all the root-
less, unstable and highly splendid 
life beneath the middle class in the 
U.S." The Wellesley C.ollege Theatre 
will present Williams' fantastically 
peopled dream play on Friday, Sat-
urday and S1U1day nights, April 24-:& 
26, at 8: 00 in Ahnnnae Hall. The pro-
duction is directed by Paul R. Bar-
stow, designed by Eric Levenson, and 
employs a cast of some thirty actors 
from Wellesley and eight other col-
leges. 
These actors will take an asto.l'l!sh-
ing variety of archetypal roles in-
cluding Don Quixote, Sancho Pama, 
Jacques Casanova, Marguerite Gau-
tier , Baron de Charlus , Lord Byron , 
the Gypsy and her daughter Esmer-
elda, and America's own legendary 
adventurer, Kilroy . Assembled in an 
exotic and sinister tropical seaport 
where their vagaries have led them 
to the end of El Camino Real and the 
beginning of the Oamlno Real, the 
characters he has created or bor-
rowed are explored by Williams in a 
sympathetic probing of the attitudes 
and qualities which have brought 
them tD this terminal point and may 
or may not provide them with the 
strength and cotn'age to endure and, 
possibly, tD trimnph. 
Visually spectacular and colorful, 
the production includes a fantastic 
chas e through the auditoriwn, the 
fiesta of the coronation of the "King 
of Cuckolds" and the rontest and ac-
claim for the "Olosen Hero" and his 
prize Esmerelda in a pagan fertility 
rite, the pani c storming of the bar--
riers to reach the unscheduled air-
plane FUGITIVO as a way of escape, 
and swirling crowds of peons , fascist 
police, thieves, perverts , whores, 
market women and beggars. Action 
cascad es about the plaza where the 
elegant Siete Mares hotel is bracketed 
by Skid Row and the Gypsy's gaudy 
stall and Y 1-room balcony where a 
sensual seuuction transpires. Wild, 
vaudeville comedy alternates with 
lyrical poetry, as quiet moments are 
punctuated with frantic melees. 
Judith C\ist has said "Cunlno Real 
is tenibly avant-garde in its theat-
ricality,'' and Clive Ba.mes wrote In 
The New York '11mes of the Lincoln 
Center revival this January: "A Jove.. 
ly play, a play of genuinely poetic 
vision - at times enormously funny . 
cam1no Real is illuminated with that 
special theatricality that Williams has 
always shown - a play that seems to 
have been torn out of a human soul." 
Elliot Norton calls Camino Real "the beauty , and rage . The poets repre-
most experimental the most mysti- sented ranged from Langston Hughes 
tying and very likely the tenderest ("Night coming tenderly, Black like 
play Williams has ever written." me") to Nikkli ~iov~ ("Give up 
Tickets for the Wellesley College the whole Am~1;1can thing .. . . be-
Theatre production of Camino Real came a man . ) . and Leroi Jones. 
are available by mail t th coll M~ . were uproariously !unny, as the 
. • a e ege traditional self-deprecating role of 
Information Bureau, or at the Box blacks was satirized. One poem 's 
~ l>efore the perfo~es on refrain , deliYered with appropriate 
pnl 24-:&26. Regular admission is chara cterization : " 'It seems tD me , 
$1.50; Wellesley C.ollege students. are said Booker T./1 don't agree,' said 
a~tted for $1.00, and there 1s a W.E.B ." 
special rate of 50c for high school In a one.act play entitled "Prayer 
students. Meeting," a nonwolent , scripture-
The Harambee House players , who 
tour to perform at various colleges , 
are a dynamic and powerful product 
of current black expression. Their 
lack of professionalism (the program 
was delayed for 45 minutes due to 
technica l problems , and similar snags 
marred the show) is more than com-
pensated for by the vitality and ex-
uberance of their delivery. 
Earth People's Festival of Life 
A Celebration of Ourself 
Camp-out in Cambridge 
Friday, Sa turday,Sunday 
at Harvard Yard 
and Square 
• Theatre and Dance 
• Music 
• Organic Food, 
home-made bread 
• Free Sore 
• Light Shows 
• Tie Die 
Bring food, fun things 
to do, and YOURSELF! 
For more information or to 
help , visit the Phillips Brooks 
House or call 
868-7600, ext. 5526 
photo cr•dft : Mai'lfi• ltand 
I am not an Ei,:irth Person , but I soon may OVef"p,Opulate t he &ar'th. 
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Job Counseling Def ended by Career Services 
Ed . note: The Career Services Office 
!IOOt In the following response to Cale). 
well Hahn's uttcle about Honeywell 
(News , Marcb 19). 
Recently we received a letter from 
twelve Wellesley Students, who des-
ignated themselves as Radical Wel-
lesley Women. In this letter they ex-
pressed concern about the focus and 
direction of the Career Services Of. 
nee. We welcome interested inquiry 
from students about the services of 
this office. We regret, however, that 
none of the three seniors, six juniors, 
one sophomore and two freshmen 
came to inquire about the procedures 
of this office before writing the letter. 
We are concerned about the inis-
infonnation in the letter and also in 
Caldwell Hahn's article in Wellesley 
College New" of March 19, 1970, en-
titled "Honeywell Production Unites 
Radical Women." 
To make the facts clear we wish to 
1JreSeflt the following information 
about the matters of conoem to the 
twelve Radical Wellesley Women. 
Polley regarding visi ts of repreeen-
tatfffll 
Caldwell Hahn's article states: 
"That businesses were disproportion-
ately represented , specifically to the 
exclusion of community service work 
opportunities, in which many girls 
would be interested ." 
Representativ es come to Wellesley 
to interview from graduate schools, 
government agencies, business orga-
nizations, libraries, museums, medi-
cal organizations, research firms, 
schools and other profit and non-
profit organizations. Bona fide orga-
nizations are welcomed to this cam-
pus to bring opportunities to the at-
tention of interested stud(.'Tlts. 
As of this date in 1969--70 m busi-
ness organizations have sent rep~ 
sentatives to Wellesley and had 186 
student interviews. The non-profit or-
ganizations have had 22 representa-
tives who had 157 student interviews. 
In addition there have been 24 grad-
uate school representatives here who 
had 111 student interviews. It seems 
obvious that this does not show a 
"disproportionate" concern with busi-
ness. 
In 1963-69, a total of 550 student 
interviews were conducted by repre-
sentatives here. As a result , there 
were 63 job offers, and 51 accepted 
jobs. Representatives from gra?uate 
programs had 101 srudent interviews 
and 10 students are now in such pro. 
grams. The oPP<>rtunities thus opened 
to Wellesley students are the basis 
for encouraging a schedule for rep~ 
sentatives to come to Wellesley 
College. 
This is , however , an expensive plan 
for organizations. It is customary, 
therefore, for representatives to come 
if there is a sufficient number of stu-
dents who wish to see them. During 
this year 25 represe ntatives cancelled 
their visits because too few had 
signed for interviews . There were 6 
others who cancelled because of bad 
weather, illness or cut in travel 
budget. 
In Caldwell Hahn's article , she 
reports: 
"The Thursday meeting began with 
the \Ulexpected announcement that 
Honeywell had cancelled earlier that 
afternoon over the telephone. The 
probability was considered high that 
cancellation had come after the 
Career Services Office had mentioned 
the protest leaflet." 
The fact is that a Honeywell rep-
resentative initiated a call to the 
CareeJ-Services Office to cancel the 
visit, saying the company had heard 
about the protest and, therefore, did 
not choose to send a representative 
to this camptm. 
lntonn atlon available conoemlng or-
ganlzatlont 
In the News article, this criticism 
was made: 
"That the descriptions of com-
panies doing war-related work was 
inadequate" 
It is obvious that the three seniors 
did not recall the instruction sheet 
sent to each senior in January, 1970, 
explaining how information could be 
secured. 
These are the procedures. Each 
senior received a list with brief state-
ments about each organization that 
had at that time scheduled a visit 
for a representative. In subsequent 
issues of Newsnotes brief listings 
were given of additional organizations 
which had set a date. 
Students come to Room 442 to sign 
up to see a repr esentative. Next to 
the Appointment Book, there is also 
an Inlonnation Book. The latter con-
tains a single sheet of outline infor-
mation about the company. It was 
this sheet that the Radical Wellesley 
Women refer to. 
There is also in the Employer File 
in Room 442, a masterfile of current 
infonnation about the company for 
reference only. Any accurate ad-
Play of Fragmented Brilliance, 
Sartre's'TheFlies',NowatLoeh 
by Marcie Kaplan '71 real person sitting next to you. - a Fly - are responsible for some 
Jean-P aul Sartre's The Flles, the Though Hoyes would be a fine Orestes of the finest momenu. of the produc-
in a tiny room, his Orestes in the tion. current Loeb mainstage production, 
is a disintegra ted collection of bril-
liance that works in pieces but not 
Loeb is not sufficiently enlarged to 
fill the theatre - and his voice 
as a whole. It is a series of isolated doesn't carry that far either. Amy 
master pieces which, when thrown Nathan is superb as Clytemnestra, 
together on the stage, not only never b u t h e r Wicked-Witch-of-the.East 
gel, but never seem to care to. characte r tends toward caricature; 
If this aceotmt seems negative , it is 
unfortunate - not only because of 
the work which goes into any pro-
duction, but also because of the talent 
that went into this one. Weil is ob-
v!•.)Usly a remarkably sensitive and 
imaginative director, but his sensit-
ivity and imagination igrn-e some 
theatri cal imperatives - unity and 
volume, to mention two. With a cast 
as fine as this one seems to be, 
The FUes could have been brilliant. 
As it is, it is only half way there . 
like the F1ies, she is a production in 
The play, a translation of the phil- herself. Petur Gudjonddon's Aegis-
osopher-playwright's Le!! Mooches, thus jumps back and forth between 
explores modern existential questions emotions with no believable trans. 
through an Ancient Greek mediwn - ition; and, finally, Norma Levin is 
an adaptation of Aeschylus' Orestes. excellent as the many-sided Electra . 
'The Sartresque themes of freedom In fact , Miss Levin and Nicole Myers 
and acceptance of the consequence of 
one's own action are ther e. However, 
Direo!x>r Peter Weil has c:dited the 
script so that the fear and ,;cilt of 
the townspeople - weights res\A. ' •:,g 
from the regicide of Agamemnon a.id 
subsequent entl]ronement of Aegis-
thus, his murderer - play a part 
less major than Sartre intended. The 
basic ideas that emerge, then, are 
Ideas ot toying with freedom: Does 
freedom exist; and if yau have it, 
what do you do with ft? 
Potential Unfllffllled 
What Weil did with bis, he never 
completed. The performances amount 
lo a teeming mass of potential. The 
(Greek) chorus is eight grotesquely 
dancing girls whose movements are 
contorted but seMUal. Unfortunately 
- as the chorus' work itself is ex-
cellent - the gi1'ls are never suf. 
Mently integrated into the produc-
. tlon. Instead of complementing the 
action of the play, the work of the 
Flies / Furies / townspeople comes 
across as a separate theatrical - or 
danct' - experience . It is exciting, 
but sometimes it is so exciting that 
whatever else is on stage pales in 
comparison. H o w e v e r , there are 
moments when the Flies sift in with 
the major charadters; there are 
moments when the Flies are alone on 
the stage - and these moments are 
successfu] ones. 
Handbook ••• 
(Continued from Page '7) 
action, cause oxygen-death of lakes. 
Technological cure condones growth 
of the definately Gross National Pro-
duct, thus a profit - promoted but 
in the I~ run profitless progress. 
Specifically, the "~Tactics" of-
fered are based on a new ethic: 
cans have notoriously been short on 
time-sense. A young man could go 
west, drop his name, and begin again 
in what Boulding calls the old en-
vironment • ruining "<»wboy econ-
omy". But the frontier is closed. 
Read this book as an introduction to 
understanding the new. 
"True affluence is not -ung any. 
thing." Anything, that is, except GAUE&Y TALKS 
"Mankind's Inalienable Rights". one Gallery ta1b wUI tab place la 
of which is "the right to have great- tbe main pllery of tbe Wellflllley 
grand hildre , ~,; Mmeam In the .JMWJU Ar1a Oeater c n. "'l""- .... cally, the gov. 
emment can use legal and monetary on tbe exlllbltlon of palntlnp and 
force on industry families and the aculpture ol aw, J.9801s. Tbls ex. 
economy. Individuals are advised to hlbltlon, there now, lncludee paint-
join political pressure groups, re- Ing of Olttsld, Noland, Bash and 
consider the value of progress and, Baanard, and 11eulpture by Olltsld, 
David Smith, Wltldn and ~. 
on a more personal level, build their n.e., ~b will be -'ven at 3 p.m. own compost heaps (instructions are &· 
included). oa 1he following dat.ea by tbe 
"The most satisfactory individual following speakers: 
identity is that which identifies not Sat ., April l8, Electra Demo. 
only with a community in space, but poaloe; Saa., April 19• Kathleen 
also with a community extending Foeter; Sat. April 25, Nicole 
over time from the past into the Murphy ; and San., April 26, Layla 
future" (Kenneth Boulding). Amer!- __ Soud_u_var_. ________ , 
Two Speakers •.. 
(Continued rrom page I) "We are in a period of grace. We 
Both Goldman and Commoner are have the time - perhaps a genera-
well aware of the seriousness of the . • 
ditional information about any orga-
nization which can be provided by 
members of the college community 
would be welcome for that maste!' 
file. 
It is difficult to understand why 
the three seniors at least among the 
Radical Wellesley Women were not 
aware of the additional information 
about Honeywell available in Room 
442. Their criticism was based on the 
brief announcement in the Inlonna-
tion Sheet. None of them evidently 
looked at the big label on the shelf 
below where Honeywell brochures 
with more detailed information were 
available or in the master Honeywell 
file. If they had, they would have 
known that the Honeywell brochures 
state clearly ,ork connected with the 
military . 
Range of occupatlom 
Another concern of the Radical 
Wellesley Women was: 
"That most of the jobs about which 
they provide infonnation do not use 
the abilities of Wellesley gradua tes 
fully" 
This is too ambiguous to merit a 
reply. 
One of the group came to the 
Career Services Office some days 
after the letter and article were writ-
ten to get infonna tion about jobs 
taken by members of the class of 
1969. She then said she had not been 
aware previously of the range of 
possibilities. 
The diversity of occupations chosen 
by Wellesley alumnae is so great, we 
are at a loss to understand why the 
twelve students feel that Wellesley 
students are "channeled into post. 
tlons consistent with a male chauvin-
ist society." Wellesley alumnae, both 
recent and those of earlier years , 
periodically report their occupatiom 
to this office. Cun-ently there are 
ll8 categories from Accountant to 
Zoologist in which over 4000 alumnae 
are listed, in addition to the several 
thousand now in teac~ positions 
from pre-school to university levels. 
Emerglnc Fl.eldl 
As new interests develop and new 
occupations emerge, the Career Ser-
vices Office has been in the vanguard 
seeking information both about pos., 
sible positions, as well as qualifica-
tions necessary. Illustrations of re-
cent investigations are :population 
research, mass transportation, com-
munications, conservation, pollution 
control, many urban causes, and " 
special programs or opportunities for 
minority groups. 
Newsnotee issued periodically by 
the Career Services Office calls at-
tention to these. The Reading Room 
< 442) has the results from these 
numerous and widespread inquiries. 
We hope that interested members 
of the college community will make 
suggestions about ways in which the 
Career Services Office can provide 
additional appropriate and relevant 
assistance. We also hope that this 
will be done by their coming directly 
to this office to ascertain what the 
procedures and programs here are, 
so that their recommendations can 
be made on the basis of facts con-
cerning existing practices and pot. 
icies. 
Joan F. Bishop, Director 
mind expansions 
CAMBRIDGE-The Pennsylvania Higher Assistance Agency Sitt a 
letter to all institutions involved in its over $50 mlllion scholar9l1p and 
loan program for Pennsylvania students. The letter require; each ct 
these schools to supply the names, addresses , and "peronent facts" of 
all Pennsylvania students involved in cel'tain infractions regardless of 
whether they are receiving state aid. Schools failing to com.ply wWl this 
requirement , the result of an amendment a ttached to the Agency's ap-
propriation bill in the Pennsylvania State Legislature last year, will forfeit 
ttieir "Approved Institution" stat~. While Radcliffe has alread y decided 
to refuse to cooperate with the program, Harvard has received a me 
month postponement on the April 1 deadline to make a final decision. 
The Faculty C.omrnittee on Admissions and Financial Aid, however, will 
recommend to Presiden t Pusey that he not sign the contract. 
1'111ACA, N. Y.- Last week 100 black students raided the C.omell 
campus store causing an estimated $1,000 of damage to the store itself 
and a loss of $3,000 in stolen goods. The demonstration was in response 
to an Easrer vacation fire which occured five days earlier when ter. 
rotists destroyed the C.omell Black Studies Center. Between the invasion 
and the fire C.omell President, Dr. Dale C.orson, met with 150 black 
students over black demands jssued in response to ithe flre. 
NEW HA VEN-A major demomtrati on Is expected in May in support 
of the Black Panthe rs. The students will come to the city to demonstrate 
against the trial and imprisonment of Bobby Seale and other Panthers 
in cormection wi th the slaying of Alex Rackley. Thomas Dostou , reg;onal 
coordinator of the New Haven Panther Defense Oxnmittee , has visited 
over 30 colleges and universities to discuss the New Haven Panthers and 
encourage support. He es!Jimates that between 500,000 and a mdllim stu-
dents w.ill show up for the May demonstration. ~ to Dostou, 10 
to 12 members of the Defense Committee are former Yale students. 
WASHINGTON, D. c.-(CPS-LNS)-President Nixon must be getting 
very uptight about the protest movement, or maybe he's just looking 
ahead to 1972. A new bill, supported by NilcDn and introduced by Senators 
Hruska and Eastland, woo1d make it Wegal ''to utter loud. tmemerug 
or abusive language" or engage in "disorderly conduct" in or near a 
building which ha.s the president inside it. Apparently the dem•iidrllltion 
at the lighting of ttie natiomll Onutmu tree woold not be cxwered, as 
it was not near a buildiqr. 
II08'l'ON-(CPS)--On a · 33-6 roll call vote, the Mamachusetu Senate 
baa passed ~~ the federal government from sending 
Massachusetss servicemen to fight in undeclared wars, such as are beiJW 
waged in Vietnam and Laos. The House passed the measure earlier in 
the roonth. The legislature will authorize the state e.tt«ney general to ffle 
suits on behalf of all Massa.chusetJts servicemen ordered to combat mies 
in wars conducted without fonnel Congressional declanl.tion of war& 
WASBINGTON-(trom a statement by Demls Hayes, before the Sub-
committee on Natural~ House Government Operations Committee) 
We have made Vietnam an ecological oa.tastrope . Vietnam was once capable 
of producing a marketable surplus of. grains and rice. Now America must 
feed her. We have left more than 500,000 aores baren . American bmlbs 
have pock -marked the country with more ,than 2.5 million crat.en as 
much as 30 feet deep. We have destroyed a quarter of the country's man~ 
grove forests, which shelter prot~rich fish and shellfish; in their place 
grow rat4n:fested forests of bamboo. 
STOKELY CABMICHAEL 
TO SPEAK 
AJ.l'8 Mr. Stokely Omnlchael will 
'lbere will be an Important A.F'S speak on April n at f:-6 p.m. 
meeting for dinner on Mon., April In Alumnae BalL The leetare la 
zo, at 6 p.m. In the .Bates temlnar aot open to the general pal,Uc lia.t 
dining room. Plans wlll be di&- only to members of the OJOege 
cll-'l for the F1nall8t9' Brlellng community and students ol certala 
OD Son., April 26 and for the other colleges. The lecture ls spon. Returnee Get-together on Sat. , sored by Ethoe In coopenUon wlftl May 9. Officers for next year will the black student orgulutfom at 
Simflarly, other performances wav-
er between excellence and not quire 
making It. Stephen Hoye' s portrayal 
of ·0res tes is an honest one, but 
honesty on a stage should never -
as his does - sink to the level of. the 
crisis. Yet both hold out some hope tion - which to save the envuoo-
- if an alerted public will now take ment from the final effects of the 1 
informed action. To quote Commoner: violence we have done to it." 
al!Jo be elected. P;kJaae attend? Brandel$, Bahaon CoUep. Regis, 
and BoMon College. 
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A.F.K. Organski Brings Style to World Politics 
by Betsy Bowmq "71 
A.F.K. Organski, professor of po-
litical science at the University of 
Michigan, is a fascinating man who 
defies description. Born in. Rome, 
Mr. Organski has retained his Italian 
charm, punctuating his statements 
with convincing hand gestures and 
intriguing facial expressions. Both 
his lectures last Monday night, 
"Toward an American International 
System?" and his conversation at din-
ner beforehand raised, perhaps, more 
questions than they answered, but 
.this exposure . in itself was a learning 
experlt>nce. 
Organski, an international politics 
i.pecialist, describes himself as a 
"grandfather" - of students, that is. 
As he put it, a student of Aaron Wil-
davsky's, who is one of his former 
students, has just found gainful em-
ployment. But he is more clearly 
concerned with trends within the po-
litical science field. The question of 
social science research is one such 
concern he raised at dinner. Must 
research be approved by the govern-
ment which controls much of the 
funding? What is tl'e relationship be-
tween social and "hard" science re-
search? Another question he raised 
concerned the role of political par. 
ties in international relations. Why 
are they important in some develop-
ments (Olina's role in the Korean 
conflict), but not in others? 
Despite his casual flippancy (query 
before dinner: "Will the world sur-
vive?" his answer: "If it does not, we 
won't be here anyway."), Organski 
was seriously concerned with under-
standing certain developments in in-
ternational relations and interpreting 
them for those who were present at 
hi~ lecture. 
He began with a long, qualified in-
troduction, in which he stated that a 
college education is like the first five 
years of life - everyone present is 
suffering from infantile amnesia, but 
"this won't do you any hann." He 
added that he would try to cover a 
big chunk in the presentation last 
Monday; everyone !mows that "titles 
are much more promising than re-
sults." The problem involved is how 
to summarize large bodies of data, 
connect patterns with unclear rela-
tionships and explain the final re-
sult. .He stated that he saw inter-
national politics not as a process of 
interaction, but as a process of mod-
ernization. This emphasis was the 
basic tenet of his argument. 
Modemlzatfon's Role 
He defended his concern with mod-
ernization aver interaction by saying 
that he was not interested in arch-
ives, diplomatic volumes, interviews 
with important bureaucrats, and nu-
clear arms ( "the zippy things in in-
ternational politics"). He named two 
major thrusts in international poll-
more feedback • • • 
(Continued from Page :!) 
departments of English and psychol-
ogy have courses relating to women 
in next year's curriculum; the so-
ciology department has none. Mrs. 
Giele represents one of too few schol-
ars on this campus who has not only 
pursued research in this area, but 
also has the lmowledge and enthus-
iasm to competently advise others 
with similar interests. 
Those of us who have been in her 
classes have found Mrs. Giele to be 
a devoted teacher who created an 
open and · exciting classroom atmos-
phere. In addition we feel she has 
served as a valuable couneslor to 
many students in academic and per-
!,()nal matters. 
A wide base of support is needed 
to obtain a reversal of the Commit-
tee's decision. This is why we feel 
Are you c, short, ottractlve bna,, 
IIOtte crt Wellesley Colle(Je wllio 
9c,ye c, ride .. Route 16 la c, ,wd 
YW to Woodlc,nd la mld•McrrcU 
I loYes you. Coll Jolt• crt 653-7123. 
Depend upon 
- ~ a~~ 
Camera & Frame Shop 
Your complete photo 
supply headquarters I 
61 Central St. 23.5-4456 
it was urgent to communicate indf. 
vidually with every student. We have 
contacted alumnae and faculty mem -
bers for this purpose but we feel 
that the most significant voice to be 
heard is that of the students. U you, 
too, would like to see this situation 
reversed, we cannot stress enough 
the importance of signing the ac-
companying letter (Ed. note: not 
printed here) and promptly returning 
it to Susan Diskin, Tower Court West, 
so that the letters can be presented 
at the meeting on April 21. We feel 
strongly that Wellesley needs Mrs. 
Giele, that her departure is really 
rur loss, and we need your help if we 
are to challenge the decision. 
Sincerely, 
Ann Beba "12 
Pamela Berg '70 
Linda Boise '70 
Grace Boyntoo '70 
Susan Diskin "12 
Claire Enge.s ~ 
Nhni I, wm "12 
Bonnie Lucas "12 
Diana Scully '71 
Judith Wong '71 
ApplSeetl .... Uc i•-. *-
.l'wpelt not. PD l'lloke .._ 
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Really An Educated Woman? 
27-y•er old Harvard grad is weary of supposedly educ.+ecf women 
who don't continually UH tti.;r inte.Uigence +o Hamine, judge and alter 
~eir :>wn personal pnilosophies end to develop e fa,rly consis'tenlt and 
inquisitive life-style. 
If you .tre possessed by tfie knowledge ftiat you will never be abso-
lu't.!y cortain of ffle val'idi'ty of your ulfimate ooncwn ($) and you are 
bvrdene<I by +fie responsibOity of acif'ing in a dire,ction you t+.ink is 
lll+imate now, but in a later a1talysis me_y not be, we might find each 
otfiw interested and worthwhile companions on occasion. DHply in-
volved in developing ffte democratic ~e of men via the e,steblish-
ment nMss media. 
Contact ~II CesseH, 472 Broadway , Apt. I, C.mwidge , Mass. 02131 
or call 617-168 -2343 !evemngsl. 
tics: 1) relationships between "big, 
equal" countries , and 2) relationships 
between nations that are vastly un-
equal. Most books deal with big 
country relationships, he added: 
while there are perhaps 4 books 
which deal with the smaller nations 
("and I haven't read the last two"), 
they do not generate any int.erest. 
His modernization theory depended 
on two variables. The first is the 
consequences of one national unit 
"passing" another (based on "hard" 
data). According to Organski, such 
a situation may lead to conflict (he 
cited England passing France dlll'-
ing the Industrial Revolution and en-
suing wars between the two coun-
tries). Perhaps the more important 
variable is the matter of perception; 
if a coontry perceives that it is about 
to be passed, this perception may it-
sell lead to conflict. 
He related perception to ;the mnn-
ber of people involved in a national 
unit. A nation with a small popula. 
tion WOUid have no impact. But even 
a real competitor may be restricted 
by its perception of its own strength. 
Organski cited a consumer survey 
which revealed that 60% of Germans 
feel their standard of living is too 
high. 
Colon1alls111 
Organski also discussed the role 
of relationship between unequal coun-
tries. He felt the international sys. 
Alarm 
To the editor: 
Can Wellesley remain an escape? 
In the past several weeks there 
has been a lot of racial tension at 
the Cambridge and Boston high 
schools which last week resulted in 
the suspension of ten black students 
from English High School and vio. 
lence in Cambridge High and Latin. 
The situation is such that the Boston 
and Cambridge schools are operating 
on a daily basis. I'oonday night Wel-
lesley students became directly in-
volved. While waiting for the MIT -
Wellesley bus in Building 39, two 
Wellesley students were harassed and 
physically attacked by three female 
Cambridge high school students who 
had been involved in previous acts of 
v.iolence resulting from this tension. 
For,tunately three MIT.Wellesley Up. 
ward Bound stwi t · 't were nearby 
and stopped the vlok,..ce. lt is becom-
ing increasingly obvious that Wel-
lesley cannot remain uninvolved in 
and ignorant of the problems existing 
in the Boston area. Send your re-
actions to News. 
Sincerely, 
Anne Swingle '73 
NEEDHAM 444-6060 
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tern was now in a period of transi. 
tion: up until 1940 England and 
France dominated the world system; 
after World War n, the U.S. and the 
U.S.S.R. took aver. But Organski 
emphasi.1.ed the point that in 1900 one-
fourth of the world population lived 
under some kind of political colonial-
ism. Political colonialism can be 
identified by a primitive system in 
which the dependent countries are 
very underdeveloped and the mother 
rountry is not very developed. He 
saw a recent change in which the 
dominant country has become very 
developed and the dependent coun-
tries themselves are more mobile. 
He also distinguished betwen Eng-
lish and American colonialism. Under 
English colonialism, all dependent 
country contacts with the outside 
world were channeled through the 
dominant country; the population it-
self was not involved. Under Ameri-
can colonialism, the dependent cow,. 
try has a larger span of choice be-
cause it can appeal to other devel-
oped countries above it and also 
established lateral contact - not for 
trade, but for an ideological "trade 
of ideas." Or as Organski put it, 
Arabs are concerned with other 
Arabs. 
Cboasf 
Extracting even this much struc-
ture from Organ.ski's remarks is per-
hapS misleading. As he apologetical-
ly put it: "I should have pointed out 
at the beginning that I am a tenifi-
cally chaotic speaker - I reduce 
audiences to tears." While he may 
be an unstructered lecturer, he fas-
cinated his audience with his inscrut-
able blackboard diagrams and imag-
inative interpretations. 
The author of World PoBtfcs, Stages 
In PoHtfcaI Development, and (with 
his wife ) Population and Wodd Pow-
er) he concluded by citing two ad-
vantages to studying international 
politics with his modernization ap, 
proacb: he could include "everyday 
aspects" of international develop, 
ments and he could use new method-
ologies more effectively. He also felt 
that this approach would allow com-
parative and international analyses 
to merge. 
He answered questions from the 
audience , marking anti-Americanism 
as an important ideological mobiliza. 
tion force, calling China a lesser 
threat at present, and defining mod. 
ernization as economic production , so-
cial mobility and political involve-
ment of large numbers of the popu-
lation. Very often he answered a 
question by designating it "a very in, 
teresting question ." A.F.K. Organsld 
himself remains a very interesting 
question. 
'Guide to the Colleges': 
Yale Tells It Like It Is 
by Cand,J Fowler "71 
The Insiders' Gulde to the Collep9: 
Yale Daily News Staff, eds ., G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 19'10. 
The Insider's Gulde to the Colleges 
is not Lovejoy's College Guide. On 
the other hand, it's not Where the 
Girls Are, either. And it does man-
age to prove that something was def-
initely missing in between. 
The guide's aim is an ambitious 
one : "to tell you what these . . . 
colleges are like." In addition to of. 
fering some hints on evaluating the 
true nature of life at any college 
("Are the two sexes distinguishable? 
. . . Does the campus drugstore have 
more than one shell of Kaopec. 
tate?"), it gives capsule descrip. 
tions (one or two pages in length) of 
approximately 100 schools, from Am-
erican University to (what else?) 
Yale, considering social, academic 
and cultural factors. The Staff of the 
Yale Dally News compiled the in-
formation from reports of students 
enrolled at the schools, campus vis-
its, and (occasionally) personal pre-
judices, and added a few vital sta-
tistics (tuition, average SAT's, etc .). 
Balanoed Bluea 
It is, to some extent, success1ul, 
revealing many of the Things No One 
Ever Told You when you were apply-
ing to colleges: Whether the atmos-
phere is really as "intellectual and 
dedicated" as the catalogue clafms, 
whether you'll ever see a member of 
the opposite sex between the ages of 
15 and 45, which departments are the 
best, which social types tend to pre,. 
dominate (classed in general as 
"hippie-syndrome protestor," "social-
athlete.stud," "all-American civic 
student leader," "wonk" and "henl-
ish tube rat''). Although not without 
biru; in the telling, it tends to main-
tain a healthy balance of biases, or 
at least fo admit that its biases may 
not be universal: for example, "A 
Shimer scholar must be willing to 
forego culture, city life, and football 
games for an evening's good talk .•. 
But for a bright ~ scholar with 
the fortitude to carve his own way, 
Shimer may be the best place to get 
an education." And the Yalies are 
modest enough to admit the guide's 
inadequacies, suggesting that it serve 
merely as a start towards a personal 
evaluation of the relative merits of 
life at any particular schools. 
Oollegfate UrtJanlty 
Perhaps the guide's most notable 
similarity to the infamous Where ffle 
Glrll Are (and others of its genre) 
is its style, which fa witty and col· 
ways. It is only fair to add that those 
predictable ways can still be very 
amusing. They range from deadpan 
sarcasm ("West Point is a nioe p]a.ce 
to visit, but Vietnam is a more in-
teresting place to stay") to deadpan 
fact ("It [Williams] in no way feels 
inferior to rivals Amherst and Wes-
leyan. In 1965 Williams ran away 
with the Little Three Skateboard 
Championships at Middletown, and it 
has been riding high ever since.") 
Wellesley, incidentally, ''is very near-
ly a cartoon about what the Ideal 
Respectable Yet Academically Worth-
while School for Young Ladies should 
be." 
In any case, The Insiders' Galcle to 
the Colleges can make good leisure-
time reading , ranking somewhere be-
tween love comics and Rod McKuen 
(~low) and Everything You Always 
Wanted to Know About Sex (above). 
And it is full of very quotable quotes: 
"the underground at Harvard is so 
big that you might say that everyone 
at Harvard is in it"; "Some colleges 
are actually more Yale than Yale -
Stanford or Princeton, for imtance"; 
"Sarah Lawrence is alternately 
known as the most progressive well-
lrnown college in the country and the 
most pleasant open-air sanatorium in 
New York state." It will probably 
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State Senate Hopeful Voices Youthful Optimism 
by ONmle Kallman '12 can be reversed if the left can "gain for an undeclared Wll.l'-will have "no fairs ernphasiZES the tollllity am in-
back respectability.'' More import• effect," according to Kerry. The terrelatedness of various problems. 
The face looks like a younger ver- · the (!,,.... • "'-··.... ·11 likely n.-..-,ta- 'th l is 
yet only a fad, a "glamour polltical 
issue," he feels. The need is for ~ 
(Contlaaed on Pap U) s:ion of Edmund Muskie; the thatch ant than a change m .,.,-em 1S Supreme '·"'"""' W1 most re- ~ "1'= concern Wl eco ogy as 
a change in the close-minded atti- fuse to entangle itself in the web -------------------------
of brown hair is almost Kennedyes- tudes that dominate it At any rate, of foreign policy; at this point it is 
que . In appearance , PhilosoJ?~, and some sort of institutional response Is doubtful whether the war's being 
goals , John Kerry ~xemplifies f!t~ vital, says Kerry , if the progress pronounced W>COOStitutiona would af. 
new style of dynamic ~ politi- made in the l.960's is not completely feet Nixon's strategy anyway. But 
clan who .harbors . ~ seed of hope for to be eroded. "The lines of bigotry" Kerry does view the bill as the 
the American political system . are sharply delineated by the plight gauge of a significant shift in public 
At 26, with no previous political ex- of black soldiers who return from opinion: "It was a great victory for 
perlence and a stint in Vietnam be- Vietnam to find their status at home the Legislature to realize that they 
hind him, John Kerry hopes to win so unequal 1o that of their white weren't endangering thems elves poll-
the Democratic nomination for State counterparts. tically " by talcing such an anti-
Senate in the September primary. "Utter revulsion" is Kerry's sum- war stance, he sa,ys. 
The district borders on Wellesley and mary description of his Navy ex- Bringing Problems Rome 
includes the upper micklle-c~ perience in Vietnam. Basic • to his Kerry's approach to domestic af-
suburbs of Lincoln and C.OOCOrd, as bell f th t th u s ~""' 
well as blue-collar commwu·ties m· e a e · · cannot -'-'6"t 
a land war there and that immediate 
Waltham. The current incumbent is wdthdrawal is the only solution, is 
a Republican . Kerry's assessment of <the contrary 
Dangerous BaJa.oce cultural attitudes of the Orient and 
the west. "Vlietnamizatlon fs a 
• Kerry advocates a positive ap. farce ," the South Vietnamese cannot 
proach of actiV'ism within existing or will not be taught Westem 
structures as the only pragmatic methods of waref.are. 
means of reform. "You're courting 
real suicide If you try to bring the 
ax down now," he says in referenc e 
to militant tactics . "The people that 
can 't wait are going to su!fer." Sche-
duled to address Wednesday 's Mora-
torium rally at the Boston Common, 
Kerry was worI'lied about the possibil -
ity of violence. 
Legfslature'a Draft Bill 
In the final analysis, America must 
see that "we cannot cure the ills 
of the other 94% of mankind." Ser-
vicemen are coming to an increaang 
consciousness of the futility of their 
role in Vietnam: Kerry stated simply, 
"Bob Hope was booed last year." He 
Student radicals are "trea~ a hopes that his first-hand experdence 
line," a dangerous balance between will lend added impact to his anti-
reactionary forces which have his- war views. 
torically proven stronger, simply be-
cause their power is entrenched and 
easily exerted . Such recent events as 
the Nixon Administration's vow to 
intensify surveillance of student radi-
Alt.hough hailed by many observers 
as a landmark, the recent Massachu-
se tts State Legislature bill-declarlng 
its young men not subject to ~ draft 
cals (whom one official has labeled •-------------a "criminal element") are manifesta-
tions of the increasing right -wing 
malaise, Kerry senses . "Now is the 
time to cool it." 
Change In Atffludes 
Declining to speak of America's 
future in apoca]yptic terms , the Yale 
graduate asserted that within ten 
years the current reactionary trends 
CANDIDATE KERRY ON 
OAVETr SHOW 
John Kerry, conteuder for the 
Democratic nomtnatton to the 
Massachusetts State Senate, will 
appear on the Dick Oavett talk 
program on Friday, April 1'7, at 
11:SO p.m. The show appears on 
ABC, Channel 4, :eo.toa. 
Agenda for Actton 
WHAT CAN YOU DO IN YOUR 
EVERYDAY LIFE TO DEPOI..LUTE 
THE EARTII? The following is a list 
of ideas that News has compiled from 
a number of sources: 
Don't use colored facial tissues -
the dye lingers on to pollute the wa-
terways. 
Don' t buy nonreturnable , unbiode-
gradable , nondecomposable contain-
ers . (This summ er in cities such as 
Denver, Houston, New York and San 
Francisco you can recieve cash for 
used alwninum cans.) 
Don't buy or use DDT - use botani-
cals , poisons extracted from plants . 
Measure detergents carefully - use 
the minimum . Phosph ates in the de-
tergent encourag e algae growth in 
water. 
Stop smoking - for obvious reas-
ons. 
Don't leave water running-there 's 
a limited supply . 
If you do smoke, use an ash tra y or 
a trashcan. 
Ride a bike to th e vH; leave your 
car in the lot. 
Use as little tin foil and plastic 
wrap as possible - they are nonbio-
degradable . 
Consume less - perhaps man can 
actually teach himself to live in har-
mony with the land. 
Save old newspapers for newspaper 
drives. 
Avoid us~ electrical appliances as 
much as passible - is an electric 
toothbrush really necessary? 
Put bricks in th e tank of the toilet 
so it uses less water when flushed. 
Become educated in envirorunent -
enroll in some of the many new ecol-
ogy-oriented cours es being offered at 
Wellesley. 
Be discriminating when buying de-
terg ents - many ha ve a high per-





Tide--30.5% Cold Power-19.9% 
e e • 
If the above suggestions seem mini-
mal and ineffective, here are a few 
more direct suggestions. When pollu-
tion gets you down, direct your gripes 
to the following phone numbers: 
Water Pollution - Massachusetts De-
partment of Natural Resources , 
Water Pollution Control, Thomas 
McMahon ... ............................... 727-3855 
Air Pollution - General. Massachu-
setts Department of Public Health, 
Metropolitan Air Pollution Control, 
Frank.Reinhardt ............ ..... 727-5194 
From motor vehicles. Registry of 
Motor Vehicles, Joseph Hourihan. ..... 
'127-378.5 
Litter and Rubbish - Oty o( Boston, 
Public Works Department , Sanitary 
Division ................................. ... .536-7150 
City of Boston, Parks and Recrea-
tion (re litter in parks) ......... 722-4100 
Other cities and towns, local police 
01' local city halls . 
Noise - From airPlanes. Massachu-
setts Port Authority, Thomas P. 
Callaghan ............ ................... 48'2-293Q 
From motor vehicles . Registry of 
Motor Vehicles, Department of Se-
lective Enforcement , 100 Nashua 
St., Boston (Written complaints 
only.) Also local police depart-
ments. 
Other noises. Local police depart-
ments. 
Pollution and Contamination From 
Pesticides - Massachusetts De-
partment of Public Health, Pesti-
cides Board , Lewis F . Wells ......... .. 
'127-2670 I 
Wetlands (Filling In Ponds and 
Marsh es ) - Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Natural Resources, Divis-
ion of Conservation Services , 

















Icelandic has the greatest 
travel bargain ever for stu· 
dents . . . our brand new 
$120· one-way fare to 
Luxembourg in the heart of 
Europe. If you're travelling 
to or from your studies at a 
fully accredited college or 
university, and are 31 years 
old or under, you qualify for 
t~is outstanding rate. It's 
an Individual fare, not a 
charter or group; you fly 
whenever you want, and 
can stay up to a year. Inter-
ested? Qualified? Call your 
travel agent or write for 
Student Fare Folder CN. 
Icelandic Airlines, 630 Fifth 
Ave. (Rockefeller Center) 
New Volt, N.Y. 10020. 








of any scheduled airline . 
I ,. Waft Di,ney', "IN SIAICH OP 
THE CASTAWAYS" 
Hayley Mills 





I :30-4d0-7:00-9:35 (Gl 
;-auTOtl1) 
.leurop,~111 
' I STUDENT/FACULTY GRANT Program j \ l I 
Special rates in ~uropean overseas travel j l j 
for purchase, lease, & rental of cars . For : : : 
details and brochure write: University ; :,,~ \ 
ant Dept., Auto Europe, 1270 Second ~ :g : 
enue, New York, New York 10021. z ~ 
----
We do nice things for students. 



















We know student travel is important. But expensive. So 
we're helping to bring down the cost. For example, you 
can have a $21 room at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in 
Chicago for just $9. And rooms at similar reduced rates 
at 60 other Hilton Hot-els and Inns from Oregon to 
Florida. 
So , if you're a student , let us know. Fill out this cou-
pon and send it to Hilton Hotels Corporation, Travel 
Department, National Sales Division , The Palmer House 
Chicago, Illinois 6069 .0. ' 
We'll send you a pamphlet listing the hotels and inns 
participating in our special rates program, and an off i-
cial Hilton Student Identification Card to use when you 
register.x 
Name~- ----- -- ----- -- --
Home address _____ __ _____ __ _ 
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1 Come Visit the Hil tons I 
. -----------------·· 
THEATRE CO. OF BOSTON 
~peacemaker 
t- A fLAY BY 
Carl Oglesby 
I SOC off with this ad I 
Presented In collaboration with the Theatre 
Arts Division at Boston University School of 
Fine and Applied Arts. 
:B.U. Theatre April 9-19 
264 Huntington Ave. 261-2323 
See THE PEACEMAKER for as little as $2.00! 
Page Twelve WELLESLEY NEWS Thunday, AprO 16, 1910 
Reform Reaches Brown; 
Suggestions for Wellesley 
John Kerry. • • 
(Contfmlec1 from Pap 11) 
mediate constructive action, not con-
tinued rhetoric. Until "people in 
places like Wellesley, where there 
are grass and trees, realize what 
it's like to be living in the city," 
the chances for a major shift in 
government priorities are small. 
Kerry despairingly noted the break-
down of the American tax dollar--
53c for defense, 2<: to pollution con-
trol. 
facing American government and '°" 
ciety today, "students tend to thl'O'lt 
their anns up with a sense of frus. 
tration ... there's nothing easier 
than gelllt.ing frustrated" and living 
for oneself. But, citing President Ken-
nedy "s belief that "from those to 
whom much is given, much is de-
manded," Kerry emphasizes the oo, 
ligation of college-educated youth to 
become engaged in the system of 
government , the source of power, 
Ed. note: The following article , 
"Education at Brown: Making the 
System Work, for You" by Robert 
Friedel is reprinted from SEVEN• 
TEEN Magazine , January, 1970, with 
permission . Copyright 1969 by Tri. 
angle Publications, loo. 
The revolution cnme quietly to 
Brown University in Providence, 
Rhode Island ,· its hushed tones in 
keeping ,vith the school 's ivied atmos-
phere . Ther e was no violence, no 
wild rhetor ic. Yet when it was over, 
education at Brown was radically 
changed. 
The first muted rumblings began 
in my fr eshman year when several 
s tudents got together and formed a 
group to discuss what education 
should be like at Brown. It seemed 
like a gr ea t idea to me; like so many 
freshm en, I was a little lost as to 
why I was in college, and though I 
was n't dissatisfiE'd J had a vague 
feeling that things co.tld be bette r . I 
began drop ping in on the gro up's 
meetings - liste ning and occas ional-
ly offer ing my point of view. 
During these discussi ons the term 
"relevant education" kept popping 
up; at the time it really hit home. 
One of my r equir ed courses was 
Latin. Now I ha d ta ken five years 
of the language before I en:tered 
Brown a nd was cert ainly proficient 
in it (a lthough I had come to r ealize 
that it was of little use to mel. But 
to sat isfy the school's language re-
quire.."l1ent, I had to sit thro ugh still 
more Lati n that (after five long 
years) I had come to detest. 
Sr, far is sounds fam1har, 11?,h•" 
The standard gript'! session - where 
students bemoan the fact that their 
<'ducation 1si •, "mec1ningful' and 
that th£> "syst 'Ill" is ' 'obsolete " 
True th<' complaints ,,·ere familiar. 
but at Brown we d.d not walk away . 
g back to clai;s and res ume the ,;am<' 
old routi ne. Ir.stead, we dccidE·d tc 
fight city hall. 
'TI1e group issued a 460-page re--
port on its fir.dings and eventually 
prevailed upon the ar!minl..,tration to 
set up a committee to study ,duca-
tton at Brown and re<.'omrnend 
<.'hangrs Thu- last year, th Maed 
r Committe<> w c; formed, compoc- d 
of two admmistrators. lour acult) 
memb"rs al":i thr stud nts 
dud ng me> \\ lk <l studi 
bated. 111e ou•corr " a prof)( 
a new grading ,sy:::tem a11d 
pie ely r va'llped curriculum 
And miracle of miracle u, 
chang , went 'n•o ctfc>ct thlc:; YP'll" 
Take the matter of grad s Formerly 
we had the 1t5ual l l rr gr des 
A, B, C onward to F. In ts place, 
we've substituted two new syst<'ms; 
students can choooe betwePn A, B, 
C and no credit or sati;,factory and 
no credit. If ~ou noticed something 
missi ng, you're right; there are no 
more D' s and F's at Brown. We felt 
that student s should not be inhibited 
as to what coUTSes they try . If some-
one ha s an urge to see what geology 
is like - even if he is a poor science 
student - he should be able to tak e 
it without the fear that if he doesn't 
Classifieds 
TEACHERS 
Public or Privat e Schools 
Cert ified or Uncertified 
New York aree or Nationwid e 
· Call or Write : 
212 947 -3212 or 563-6755 





wide directories of position s. All 
relev.nt f ie lds . Accurate . Current. 
Inexpensive. Information write: 
Sociocom , Box 317, Harvard Sq. 
P.O., Cambridgtt, Man. 02138. 
MARTHA'S VINEYARD SUMMER 
1970 Student EMPLOYMENT OP -
PORTUNITIES. Hundreds of choice 
job , ,till op en I Desc ription s, ad -
dreu~. conta ch, salariei in ho-
tttl,, restaurann , shops . SEND $2 . 
APPLIED RESEARCH ASSOCI-
ATES, P.O. Box 3903, New Haven, 
Conn. 06525 . 
do well his record will be pennanent -
ly marred. Also, .if there is no failure 
possible, students who have spent 
their acad emic car eers striving for 
grades will be forced to take a long , 
hard look at their education. 
For freshmen, we created a whole 
new curriculum. Before , first-year 
students were crammed into huge 
lecture classes . Many, I remember, 
took Psycholo gy I (to fill the science 
requirement, naturally). Twice a 
week , they met in a giant room where 
a lectur er r egurgitated material tak-
en from the textbook. Once a week , 
they attended laboratory, where . 
everyone performed exactly the same 
experiment (with, if they were lucky, 
the sam e result s). In place of all 
this, Brown now has "Modes of 
Thought" courses for freshmen. In-
stead of spending the first year at 
college memorizing facts, you're giv-
en a chan ce to see what the various 
fields of learnin g are all about. How 
is it done? Prof essors with small 
classes teac h a subject that interes ts 
th em - and they try to communicate 
their excitement to the students . A 
child psyc hologist , for instan ce, gives 
a course in controlled behavior , a 
subject he has studied for years. In-
stead of filling the students' heads 
with the usual textbook material , he 
at temp ts to explain what a child psy-
chologist does, what controll ed be-
havior is. The students crea te th eir 
own experim ents and get a realistic 
idea of the field they 'r<' studying. &>-
cause the large lecture has been 
eliminated. there 's a chance for stu-
dents and faculty members really to 
get to know one another. The stu-
dent" you see, are no longer pasisve 
reC'ipients of knowledgP they're an 
active part of he educational p:-c>('-
"ss. 
Tim ehallengo doesn' t end aftrr 
freshman year. Th<' old system of 
limited n,ajors with fixed course re-
quir ments has bceu abolished If 
your interest is literature you no 
longer have to be an English maJor 
\\ ith x number of cn>dits in tht' field 
In~l<>1.d, you may choose your 0\\11 
ma i r and plan the program that fits 
, ur needs . 
I v ch sen the> history of scit n<.'e 
\'IL JUNIORS 
'11 letl<'rs of recomm datlon 
for ru d le,tte111 from c d tes 
for \iJ Juni r mcst he sulimltted 
to Ehznt;etl Sto , CJ - 1 or 
VI lunior 11ele>Ctl ns b, Fri April 
l'I. 
LOST AND FOl'ND 
Members or the College com• 
muul~· aro encouraged to recover 
ml!,-placed articles at the J,ost and 
Found in the Info llnreau. Items 
not claimed will be put on sale 
on A prll %1. 
Wellesley Florist 
Fwwers for 
Al l Occasions 
40 CENTRAL STREET 
!1'7-8!00 
.._ __________  
OOIDIU.Ntti 
ftAYIIOOU 
Wellealey Rm. 21MN, 
NOWI Ends TUES., April 28 
~r NOWAT' , -
·.1 POPULAR I ~ \ PRICES! j ~ OIMC 
@) PANAVISION' TECHNICOLOR" -~ 
EvM. ot 8, Mats 4- 18-26 at 2 
NEXT! !April 29) 
"BUTCH CASSIDY" 
as my concentration. A.s a junior this 
year , I'm taking German (to correct 
the mistake of all that Latin) and 
medieval history and I'm auditing 
(attending classes, but taking no tests 
and receiving no credit) one course 
in microbiology. On my own, I'm 
doing independent study on the his-
tory of science. To give some other 
examples: my roommate's major is 
"Symbols and Societies." He is eom-
-bming his interests in cultural an-
thropology, linguistics and comput-
el"S. A girlfrield at Pembroke 
(Brown' s coordinate school for wom-
en) is ron<'entrating on the literature 
ot alienation. 
In short, it's a revolution in educa-
tion. How did we do it? By rational, 
nonviolent means. When the original 
student group failed to get much re-
sponse .from the faculty at first , we 
decided to step up the action. Small 
groups of student s visited every mem-
ber of the faculty to get them in-
volved . We held peaceful rallies , had 
long discus sions - and some heated 
debat es. It wasn't our aim to foist 
our ideas on the university ; we want-
ed others to join in the movement be-
cause they felt it was the right and 
reasonab le thing to do. Ev entually , 
everyone cam e aro und and our revo-
lution was a success 
come =Where The 
Jobs re! 
Free Consultation 
Hundreds of current openinzs 
fer MEN and WOMEN 
so zpply now! 
• Sales Trainees 
• Manag r,e-t 
• Salesmer 
• Retailing 
• lrainee • 
e Admm1straltve 




4fl0 fJices , oast t coast 
An Ec:a,1 Opportun 'I 
Cmp oymonr Serv,ce 
Suddenly, a social alarm is being 
sensed on several fronts simply be-
cause the problems long endured by 
poor m:inoITiti~ch as drug abuse 
--ru-e being brought home to the 
comfortable white middle-class, says 
Kerry. 
"To Whom 1'1uch ill Given" 
The sense Of chall~e and obliga-
tion which animate his ambition 
"may be masochistic," but it could 
not be more ardent. Kerry is un,. 
abashedly that brand of "youthful 
idealist" so frequently defeated or 
compromised by defenders at the 
status quo. ms candidacy may be 
regarded as a vote of confidence test-
ing the political structure he wants so 
With all the overwhelming cnses desperately to salvage. 
The computer industry 
will pay good 
money for 
your brain. 
With your brain:;, and three months of gra duate stu dy at the 
Honeywell Institute of Information Sc iences, you could land 
a manag ement-level job next fall. Honeywell offers the only 
computer progra mming cc>urse spe cially designed for college 
graduat es . It's the most advance d, profess iona l computer 
ed ucation you ca n ge t. 
So ~o neywell graduates get h,rect sooner, promoted faster, 
and pa d more. 
If you'd like to Know all aoout Honeywell s next grad1J:ite 
cou rse put yocr bratn to worl< f,ll1rg out the coupon •oday 
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